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ABSTRACT
The MetroLink project supported and studied the

process of collaboration for human resource development in American
metropolitan areas. The project was conducted in 1984 and 1985 in the
following eight metropolitan areas: Atlanta, Georgia; Boston,
Massachusetts; Hartford, Connecticut; Indianapolis, Indiana;
Louisville, Kentucky; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Saint Louis, Missouri;
and Portland, Oregon. The study documentation indicated that: (1)
successful collaboration to overcome longstanding systemic problems
in human resource development can be achieved; (2) there appear to be
five stages in the development of collaboration; (3) diffetint
elements of leadership, history, and levels of commitment combine to
determine the nature of collaborative alliances; (4) 12 themes
apparently characterize collaborative efforts. The 5 phases and 12
themes of the collaborative process are discussed at length in the
body of the report. MetroLink also achieved the following specific
outcomes in each site: (1) a coordinator trained in assessing and
gathering information about a metropolitan area's political and
economic environments, and in using external networks to bring
information and expertise to the area; (2) a cadre of leaders who
understand the complexities of metropolitan area planning and
policymaking processes, and effective strategies for intervening in
those processes; (3) a process for documenting and assessing
cooperative activities among schools, businesses, higher education
institutions, and among labor organizations, governmental agencies
and individuals; (4) a specific, publicly visible example of results
gained from cooperative efforts; and (5) a small national network
capable of disseminating experiences gained through MetroLink to
additional metropolitan areas. The cross-sector collaboration process
in each of the eight metropolitan areas is discussed. (BJV)
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KETROLINK

Developing Human Resources through Metropolitan Collaboration

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Metro Link Proiect

Need for Knowledge About Collaborative Processes Supporting Lone-Range Human
Resource Development

Encouragement of collaborative activity has been a theme of this era of reports
and recommendations about the state of the nation's institutions and policies.
Some 200 state committees and commissions, public and private, are currently
attempting to improve public education. Many other organizations are attempting
to deal with youth unemployment and related problems as well.

There is broad agrement that if our communities fail to develop local capacities
for developing the potential of our people, the social and economic prospects
for all of us will significantly diminish as we enter the twenty-first century.
Reports emanating from leaders of the private business sector stress that our
nation's human resources are one factor in the economic equation to which we
must pay increasing attention. Most reports claim that public-private partner-
ships would be useful vehicles fe bringing coherence to fragmented systems and
initiatives for improving the state of education and training at all levels.

These reports have increasingly focused the attention of metropolitan leaders
upon systemic issues in human resource development. These issues cut across
many sectors and cover a broad range of matters -- the decline of the appeal of
higher education to young people; the quality of postsecondary training; shifting
demographic patterns; future labor market needs; mobilization and direction of
leadership, resources and policies to improve the public schools and increase
youth employment. Because these issues broadly affect organizations, institu-
tions, and individuals throughout the private and public sectors, it seems not
only reasonable but imperative for leaders to collaborate in addressing common
problems.

MetroLink grew from a conviction that many of the critical issues affecting
organizations, institutions and social policies concerning human resources could
best be addressed through leaders who collaborate to share programs and re-
sources. IEL determined that understanding of processes underlying collaborative
leadership is weak in two ways. First, there is little solid analysis -- that
is, based on concrete information in specific settings and gathered by informed
participants -- about how effective collaboration takes place. Second, there is
little acknowledgement of the complexity and difficulty of leadership in
collaborative activities.

Multi-sector partnerships are among the first highly visible structures for
collaborative effc.rt. Partnerships are intended to develop, marshal!, and
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deploy human resources long-range -- resources capable of meeting the changing
economic, social and political needs of metropolitan communities. Many public--private partnerships are intended to address problems of youth unemployment,long-lasting employability of non-college-bound high school graduates, andimprovement of public schooling.

IEL developed Metro Link in the belief that strategic thinking and concertedaction depended upon understanding how collaboration takes place. Metro Linkcoordinators therefore examined how partnerships move from particular programsto involvement of a whole delivery system, and how consensus is developed toimprove policymaking and long-range planning.

The Metro Link project, conducted on site in eight metropolitan areas, supportedand studied the process of collaboration for human resource development inAmerican metropolitan areas. Metro Link emphasized long-range planning becausepractically all of the available information about multi-sector collaboration foraddressing issues of education, employment, and training has been anecdotal anddescriptive discussion of short-term programs and activities.

The analyses took place over a two-year period (1984 and 1985) and were conductedon site among leaders of public and private sector organizations and institutionsconcerned with education and training for human resource development. Theproject was conducted by the Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL) withfunds provided by the Danforth Foundation.

IEL identified diverse metropolitan areas where multi-sector collaborativeefforts were being attempted or planned. The eight areas were Atlanta, Boston,Hartford, Indianapolis, Louisville, Minneapolis, Saint Louis, and Portland,Oregon. Each community had the following characteristics:

o A distinct issues focus and at least a fledgling structure for develop-ing collaborative leadership;

o Evidence of c -nmitment of community leadership to developing collaborativesolutions to loco. issues;

o Assurance from an education agency of involvement in the project;

o Availability of a coordinator with access to area leaders; several coordina-tors were established in organizations that included and fostered multi--sector leadership; and

o Diversity among sectors /institutions that would be involved: business,education and government.

IEL decided to investigate existing or newly evolving processes and structuresrather than !o establish new forums. Each site coordinator largely determinedhis or her project issues, participants, and methods. Metro Link stressedanalysis of behavior in each setting and comparisons and contrasts among patternsand trends. By identifying questions generated during the process, IEL focusedissues for the next stage of analysis and experience in this emerging field ofinquiry.
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The small percentage of time available for each coordinator to sperd specificallyon involvement in the cross-site activities of the Metro Link projectabout fivepercentrequired their strong commitment toward exploring the anatomy ofcollaboration. The coordinators themselves strongly agreed that the successes oftheir own local efforts to achieve project objectives depended upon theirestablishing, using and sustaining their own networks, while supported in theirefforts by IEL.

There were four types of documentation for the project:

(1) Reports and information exchanged at quarterly meetings among the sitecoordinators the richest source of information about the process ofcollaboration within and among the sites.

(2) Interim written reports from coordinators, newspaper articles, memoranda,minutes of meetings, etc.

(3) General information relating to all projects, provided by IEL, such asrecent national reports, current research papers; and

(4) Interviews of significant leaders in local collaborative projects, conductedby site coordinators and IEL staff visits.

Goals

In order to create or enhance the capacity of local community leadershipfor long-term multi-sector planning to develop human resources, Metro Linkemphasized four goals:

(1) To identify barriers to cooperation in formulating policy among a varietyof sectors in each community,

(2) To understand relationships between long-term policy issues and currentoperational problems,

(3) To draw upon research and experience in other regions in order to helpdefine policy options for resolving issues, and

(4) To begin negotiation processes among public and private decisionmakers toresolve or mitigate problems.
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gutcomes

The project resulted in greater understanding of commonalities and differencesamong communities in each Metro Link site and improved receptivity among localleaders to the concept and practice of reaching individual and group goalscollaboratively. These outcomes led to three recommendations for leadersengaged in similar collaborative efforts:

1. To document what is happening;

2. To provide opportunities for systematic reflection about the process ofcollaboration; and

3. To strengthen their collective efforts through exchanging information aboutgoals, activities, successful strategies, policy issues, and problems withothers engaged in similar initiatives.

Metro Link documentation also revealed that:

o Successful collaboration to overcome longstanding systemic problems inhuman resource development can be achieved.

o There appear to be five stages in development of collaboration.

o Different elements of leadership, history, and levels of commitment combineto determine the purposes, contours, strengths, vitality, durability, andvisibility of collaborative alliances.

o Twelve themes apparently characterize collaborative efforts. Metro Linksite coordinators' reflections over two years offer insights about pro-cesses, resources and conditions for collaboration.

Metro Link also produced the following specific outcomes in each site:

o An onsite coordinator trained in assessing and gathering information abouta metropolitan area" political and economic environments, and in usingexternal networks to bring information and expertise to the area.

o A cadre of leaders with greater understanding of the complexities of metro-politan area planning and policymaking processes, and effective strategiesfor intervening in those processes.

o A process for documenting and assessing cooperative activities amongschools, businesses, higher education institutions, and labor organizations,
governmental agencies and individuals.

o Lpecific, publicly visible examples of results gained from cooperativeefforts.

o A small national network capable of disseminating experiences gainedthrough Metro Link to additional metropolitan areas.
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What is Collaboration?

Metro Link coordinators viewed collaboration as a continuum; progress along thecontinuum occurs in phases. Factors affecting each phase include the histoiy ofinter-sector cooperation in the area; political, cultural, economic circum-stances; community expectations; leadership available in relevant organizationsand Institutions; the number and importance of factors that distract attentionfrom collaboration. The urgency of problems creates pressure for collaboration;if the problems are nut severe, the community may be inclined to maintain thestatus Quo; yet if they are too severe, a climate of crisis and distrust mayinhibit constructive discussion.

The metropolitan areas in Metro Link offer many similarities and differencesamong barriers to collaboration, opportunities for multi-sector activities,planning structures, leadership persons, the business and education/trainingcommunities, and relationships among public, private and non-profit sectors.The following working definitions serve as a framework for considering com-parisons and contrasts across the eight sites:

Metropolitan; pertaining to actual and potential resources of education, train-ing, and employment of any region surrounding a large core city, and thereforenot confined within conventional political, legislated or geographic boundaries.
Human Resources; People, including children and youth, currently residing in ametropolitan region, and those who will be entering the region or may be attract-ed to it, who are capable of contributing to the economic, cultural and socialwell-being of the metropolitan community. This definition emphasizes thatlong-range planning must consider demographic projections.

Development The process of providing access to and use of resources in educa-tion, training and/or employment in a metropolitan community; of learning newskills, information and competencies which increase the economic and socialchoices available to individuals, groups and organizations; and of buildingcapacities among individuals, groups and organizations to contribute to thecommunity.

Collaboration; The process by which two or more different kinds of individualsand/or groups cooperate in activities for mutual benefit. Collaboration requiressustained joint commitments to accomodate to different ways of working andcommunicating, and often to contrasting sets of values in creating productive
methods for accomplishing common goals.
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Partnership; An agreement among representative decision-makers in organizations
belonging to different economic sectors (public and private profit/non-profit)to cooperate for mutual benefit. In its policy statement recommending public--private partnership, the Committee for Economic Development recommends linkingthese dimensions in such a way that the participants contribute to the benefit ofthe broader community while promoting their own individual or organizationalinterest."1

The experiences of the coordinators in the eight projects within Metro Linkindicate five phases of collaboration for metropolitan human resource develop-ment.

Phase One: Community leaden from different sectors agree upon a need tocollaborate and create a structure for action.

This phase is characterized by initiatives by local political leaders, businessleaders, and top-level educational administrators and boards. The structure foraction is often well-publicized formation of an office to coordinate school.-business partnerships or an adopt-a-school program, or a proclamation of newgoals for a prominent existing organization.

o The saint Louis Chamber of Commerce, using seed money provided by theDanforth Foundation, enlisted cooperation between the schools and the localbusiness community, using Ralston Purina as the lead company.

o Atlanta's formal organization of partnerships began in 1974-75, when the
business community first approached the school system. Following meetingsthroughout Atlanta that surveyed public opinions about the school system,Superintendent Alonzo Crim announced in August 1980 the systemwide goalthat every student would actieve the national norm in literacy skills by
1985, with 20 percent of tat gain to be realized in the 1980-81 school year.

o In December, 1983, the Greater Indianapolis Progress Committee created atask force to persuade the business community to provide summer jobs for
disadvantaged youth and to "develop an apparatus that will maximize employ-
ment opportunities for youth...in 1984 and future years."

Phase Two: Leaders' commitment becomes visible as multi-sector activities.short term and long-term are publicized. Depending on circumstances, public
awareness of their commitment may grow swiftly, or it may take years to develop.

o In liar ford, he result of the planning effort jointly funded by the Board
of Education and the Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce was Workplaces, analternative careers high school program for grades 10-12, where young people

1. public - Private Partnership: An Opportunity for Urban Communities,(Committee for Economic Development, New York, Washington, February, 1982), p.2.
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could develop marketable skills, have work experiences, career developmentand remediation programs along with their academic program. Workplacesconducted eight demonstration projects funded by the Department of Labor'sCETA youth titles in 1980.

o Among several initiatives in Atlanta, Adopt-A-School has provided a broadrange of activities enabling people in all sectors, including small andlarge companies, religious organizations, and cultural agencies, to helpthe schools. BusiLess leaders were asked to clarify their standards foremployability, and the school system committed itself to meeting thosestandards regardless of race, poverty or other circumstances.

Phase Three; Leaders agree that collaboration must confront long-range systemicproblems, and they identify barriers to further collaboration.

o Leaders in Portland. OR organized city government agencies, the schooldistrict, the Chamber of Commerce, and the Urban League to reduce minorityyouth unemployment. A consortium of these groups joined the Urban NetworkProject, which links multi-sector youth employment collaborative projectsin urban areas across the country. The Project combined resources forimproving existing in-school programs of work experience, career education,pre-employment skill development and job placement. A policy committeecalled the Leaders Roundtable, composed of decision-makers from all majorsegments of the community, coordinates policy development around youthemployability and employment.

Phase Four: Leaders and their constituents sacrifice "turf", authority/power,resources, status, priorities and traditions in order to overcome barriers tocollaboration.

The people designated to lead a collaborative effort are tied to their roles inspecific organizations as well as to their overarching roles in addressingsocial dilemma. Their responsibilities include helping others to transcendtheir habitual, parochial loyalties. Collaboration has reached an advancedstage when leaders are able to withstand the stress of major conflict and setaside their traditional loyalties in order to carry out these broader roles.

Phase Five: Long-range commitment of persons in leadership positions is assured,and authoratative structures for collaborative decisionmak log for long-rangecollaboration are securely established.

The efforts of some of the eight MetroLink communities will continue and probablyimprove over time. For instance, the Indianapolis partnershiv, which developedPartners 2000, has grown in the past two years. In 1985 it placed well over3,000 disadvantaged young people in summer job experiences, a major increase inprivate sector participation. The working relationships among the schools, theCity and the private sector are strong. The most significant success story:virtually every eligible young person in Marion County signed up for the programand, in fact, was placed in a summer job experience.
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Process Themes

Over an eighteen-month period, Metro Link coordinators reflected about a range ofissues and trends arising around their disparate projects. A dozen major themes
characterized their explorations of collaboration across the eight sites:

Theme * 1 Inter-sector collaboration is a process. Although
processes used to achieve similar aims may result
in similar structures and methods, genuine collabo-
ration cannot be bottled for replication, codified
into formulas or mechanical procedures.

Metro Link coordinators felt strongly that collaboration evolved in very distinctways peculiar to the political, economic, demographic and institutional circum-stances, individuals, and changing events in each of their eight metropolitanregions. Exchanges of information and materials among coordinators revealedmany generic characteristics among project components.

Collaboration cannot be reduced to one set of replicable characteristics. Asystemic approach to collaboration will acknowledge the complexities ofinstitutional change, will be long-range, and will of necessity focus upon theextensive political and social negotiations required to address persistentissues.

Theme # 2 Many motivations combine to stimulate cross-sector
cooperative activities. They reflect needs,
expectations, and perceived self-interest.
People and institutions are moved to collaborate
by a common view of an important perceived need.
It is when major participants have a common
interest or goal and are struggling hard to
overcome barriers to achieving the goal that
collaboration is most likely to bring progress
toward durable consensus for action.

Unless (there is a commonly perceived need, little can be done to stimulatecollaborative activity. If participants are seriously committed to addressinglong-term social issues in their community, they must be prepared to sacrificecherished traditions such as access, power and information. When a partnershipis consistently portrayed as free of significant problems or tensions, it isprobably superficial. A partnership that seems stymied by dilemmas, but thatgrapples with resistance among individuals and organizations, and shiftingperceptions among its participants may be genuinely struggling to overcomepersonal and institutional obstacles to collaborative effort.

Two conventional responses to major institutional problems are resignation inthe face of political, social, cultural or economic obstacles, or development oftrivial public relations exercises in the name of "partnerships." Theseexercises are characterized by excessive rhetoric, lack of challenging goals andinsubctantiai achievements in the face of the problems that they are supposed toaddress. On the other hand, the difficulties that participants must work throughin resolving issues of collaboration -- the tough job of hammering out new
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working relationships among individuals, organizations and institutions -- arerarely made public.

Theme #3 It is critically important to maintain as many ofthe elements nettled in the infrastructure of
metropolitan collaboration as possible.

At times, publicly visible results may be disap-
pointing. and collaboration may appear to bemoribund; nevertheless, holding potential piecesof a comprehensive system in place for the future
is important.

Publicly visible outcomes of effective collaboration occur at the end of theprocess. Although many necessary ingredients of effective collaboration may bepresent, varicms circumstances -- lack of leadership, political events -- mayhinder the momentum for collaboration for a period. Yet this does not mean thatcollaboration is not happening or that structures designed to stimulate jointefforts should be dismantled because they are not achieving an immediate goal.To the contrary, they should be maintained so that they will be available whenthey are needed. When the right elements are finally present -- a change ofleaders, a change of attitude collaboration will proceed.

Theme *4 Events of the "real world" affect structures,goals. objectives and processes of collaboration,positively and negatively. Those who facilitate
collaboration must develop a range of strategiesand tactics for communication, problem-solving and
focusing attention on long-range aims.

Sometimes unforseen events can delay, even wreck the progress of well-plannedcollaborative efforts. Any number of events, large and smal:, are capable ofdistracting attention from the long-range aims of collaboration -- for example,the temporary imperatives of local government, the crises that grab localheadlines, the whims of political leaders, national events, changing personalpriorities of key decision-makers. A group or individuals must be willing andable to maintain the course of collaborative efforts.

Theme *5 Collaboration changes participants' viewpointsabout the roles, functions and capacities of other
groups and individuals during the process.

MetroLink was designed to explore broad issues and strategies of collaborationwhich might not have a programmatic goal, but which would require changes inthe ways that leaders relate to one another, define and perceive their aims andmethods. Successful collaboration therefore might not result in implementing aspecific project; instead, it would probably result in rethinking goals orfinding ways to do a job better.

Participants must be able to fashion a goal that all can find a way to agreeupon. That is, they must invest energy in finding a legitimate common goal, notin disagreeing that one ought to be found. Collaboration requires that key
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participants change the ways that they perceive and behave toward one anotherand the environment. As they attempt to design ways of responding to needs forcollective well-being, they constantly redefine the terms of their agreements inorder to reflect their growing understanding of mutual interests and goals.

Theme *6 Intermediary groups and individuals can facilitate
multi-sector collaboration without always being in
politically neutral organizations or positions.
They can be effective if they are trusted by key
participants to promote collaboration rather than
institutional or organizational vested interests.

Metro Link site coordinators often served in this role. Two coordinators whowere formally affiliated with school systems or universities noted that they didnot view themselves as sharing the vested interests of their institutions. Somewere not generally perceived as partisan, either -- representing the "highereducation establishment," the mayor, or the superintendent of schools, forinstance. One coordinator reported never feeling a sense of "territoriality"when exploring a topic of general community concern.

The Atlanta coordinator, although an employee of Georgia State University, hasnever been identified primarily with the University in his work with The AtlantaPartnership, for example, in developing the Principals' Institute. The HartfordMetro Link coordinator came directly from the business community, yet she con-stantly mediates between the major representatives of the school system andbusiness leaders. Her role as Vice President of Human Resource Developmentwithin the Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce requires that she maintain amulti-sector perspective.

Theme # 7 Facilitators of collaboration need and bene fit
from opportunities to communicate across projects
and to reflect upon the experience of others in
similar or contrasting Situations. They learn
from each other.

MetroLink coordinators stated that they had shared specific information -- forexample, instruments and methods of tracking the employment history of recenthigh school graduates -- and had identified other resources that were useful tothem. Business representatives from one site visited another. The site coordi-nators stated that the opportunities to reflect upon the implications of similarpatterns and experiences of collaboration in other sites was invaluable in twoways.

First, people who have the special roles and responsibilities of the MetroLir kcoordinators -- strategically to foster and monitor metropolitan collaboration --are not only unusual, but they rarely have the chance to exchange views, deliber-ately to step back from what they are doing and attempt to understand it in alarger context.

Second, because the coordinators occupied other roles practically 95 percent oftheir time, the main occasions they had to focus their attention not on thedetails of collaborative activities but on the process of collaboration itself
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were the Metro Link documentation assignments and meetings. Coordinators werealso able to observe commonalities among projects and to draw implications
from their own efforts. For example, they agreed on the following:

o r mportance of a top-ievel leader whose attention and concern are
.1 on the central issues for collaboration; and

o The need for people skillful in handling logistics and tasks for carryingout the ideas of higher level decisionmakers -- people who understand the
dynamics of collaboration, who take care of interruptions, who set climates
that allow others to work well together.

Theme *8 A "culture of collaboration" -- special ways of
communicating, especially through widely-recognized
and respected informal channels -- evolves during
a project. Participants develop special ways of
communicating, a history of relationships. and
informal understandings that respect but extend
beyond their formal roles and functions.

Collaboration among people and institutions is a
function of the personalities of the actors. and
political opportunism, as well as common recog-
nition of long-range community needs.

Portland and Indianapolis illustrate how distinct habits, expectations andspecial relationships have developed.

Clear criteria for membership in the Portland Leaders Roundtable have developedin order to assure that members' actions will have maximum influence on communitypolicies and institutional practices. A central tenet of the Portland Roundtablehas been that the interaction of the powerful actors engaged in collaborationwill largely determine the direction of collaboration. Because the Roundtable
is intended to promote fast action when it is desired, decisionmaking power isessential for membership and attendance. Consequently, members may not designatestaff to attend in their place. Similarly, a person is not automatically
entitled to membership in the Roundtable solely by virtue of his or her title.

In Atlanta, Superintendent Crim holds an informal breakfast meeting each month.
Participants share and freely explore a range of concerns and interests. It isa critically important means of maintaining informal lines of communication
between educational, business, religious and political leaders.

Theme #9 Multi-sector partners4ips respond to the new
politics of education c. eated by the federal
government's exit from the educational scene.
Shifts in roles of state legislatures and education
agencies have strongly affected metropolitan area
priorities in human resource development.

In Louisville, private sector resources are supplanting government largesse.Corporations are currently playing a significant role in providing computer
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education. Computers have proliferated throughout the schools because localfirms have contributed equipment and funds. A statewide conference to promotepartnerships between local public schools and community organizations and groupsemphasized compensation for the lack of federal resources through creating links
with community businesses and agencies. State legislation in Kentucky supportingthe development of school-community partnerships reflects local efforts tocreate atm sources of support for local public schools.

In Portland and Hartford, the Private Industry Council's (PICs) remain the onlysignificant source of funding for employment and training of the economicallydisadvantaged. These Councils, originally formed under Title VII of CETA, havebecome the conduit for Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) funding, but withoutcollaboration with other institutions and organizations dealing with youthemployment, they merely contribute to fragmentation of policies and services. Inboth cities, the roles and resources of the PICs have affected and been influ-enced by collaborative activities. The unanimous approval by the Portland CityCouncil of a collaborative decision to consolidate and assign to the PIC hundredsof thousands of local dollars in summer youth employment and training fundsillustrates how collaboration has changed local priorities in funding patterns.

Theme *10 Access to reliable information and the reportingof data are fast becoming critical issues for
collaboration. Data abof- education/training
institutions, practices and results are not
politically neutral. They are often controversial.
and their collection and dissemination may have
many unexpected effects.

Collaborators need to analyze the possil:? consequencesof disseminating data-based information and think
through the conditions for effective collaborative
decisionmaking. Data-gathering and decision-making must
be undertaken by the right figures and organizations.
.,hared among participants and with the public at the
right times, and by the right people.

MetroLink coordinators found that one major task in collaborative effortsappears to be the development of compatible systems of gathering and sharing
information -- systems that effectively communicate to all sectors.

This theme has been insistent throughout the Hartford project. It reflects thefundamental tension at the heart of the collaborative process involving theschool system and other organizations and institutions concerned with youthemployability.
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Theme * 11 Collaboration is affected by a community's "social
memories" -- of politically traumatic events, of
controversial, powerful or widely-trusted and
influential organizations. institutions, indivi-
duals and groups. These shared memories constitute
positive and negative community perceptions of
capacities and trustworthiness which stimulate or
present barriers to multi-sector consensus about
goals, objectives, participants and activities.

Communities, through persons in opinion-setting positions, retain memories thatoften span several decades. Past failures, old agendas, and ancient hurts areeasily resurrected. It is almost a universal defense mechanism for leaders tocall up previous trouble spots when new ventures are suggested. This historymust be dealt with before new processes can be developed with widespread support.

Theme *12 In order to pursue long-range goals over time.
multi-sector collaborators must gradually cease to
depend greatly upon individual leaders and must
broaden the capacity and share legitimacy among
organizations and institutions for assuming
leadership and taking action to solve problems.

To "institutionalize" seems like such an attractive catch-all solution, practi-cally eliminating the messy complexities of personalities, turf, shiftingpolitical agendas and changes in leadership. The term implies that once aspecial organization such as the Atlanta Partnership or Hartford's School-/Business Collaborative (SBC) or Portland's Leaders Roundtable is created tosponsor and coordinate collaboration, the most intractable problems will be over.

While such an institution may serve this purpose admirably, development of aformal umbrella structure responsible for multi-sector activities is not neces-sarily effective. Such a structure might even inhibit collaboration if it werenot fully recognized among all participants as legitimate and effective -- anadequate and desirable -eplacement of individually powerful or influentialleaders. Perhaps the greatest attraction of institutionalization is stabilityof leadership. Participants in collaboration must constantly deal with theanxiety of whether a change of leaders would mean that their accomplishments
would collapse.

No one in Atlanta likes to contemplate what might happen if Alrazo Crim were toleave in the near future, yet the Partnership may well be strong enough tosustain its influence without Crim. As Portland's Leaders Roundtable illustrated
in its smooth management of an abrupt transition of mayors, commitment to
structures for collaboration can help them prove to be very resilient.
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Future Possibilities

The possibilities for stimulating metropolitan collaboration for long-rangeplanning of human resource development are plentiful enough that communities cantake advantage of a number of opportunities as they arise. Resources within andoutside of MetroLink are evident and can be enlisted to assist the developmentof collaborative enterprises whenever appropriate.

The MetroLink project created a national network of coordinators whose knowledgeof issues and processes of collaboration is combined with a first-hand experiencewith specific efforts conducted over a period of two years. This network isalready tied to other networks concerned with similar policy issues, efforts toovercome barriers to cooperation, and potential sources of metropolitan leader-ship.

Characteristics and conditions for nurturing and supporting leadership have beenidentified and developed among the project sites. Networking, building skillsfor change agtte.s, and other processes have also been developed and examinedregularly through IEL. People who are engaged in collaboration must haveopportunities to exchange ideas and resources, and discuss the process -- toreflect on what is happening along with others who are undergoing similarexperiences. Diverse leaders also would benefit from opportunities to exchangeideas, strategies and resources with peers.

It is important for metropolitan leaders of collaboration to recognize the needfor someone regularly to concentrate some part of his or her attention on theprocess of collaboration, to devote time and energy toward participation in anetwork of others who share that responsibility. Leaders should assign thisrole to someone who is close to the action and has access to key actors.Ideally the person documenting and facilitating the process should have opport-unities to exchange ideas and to reflect with people in similar situations.

Given the extraordinary amount of national attention devoted to policy issuessurrounding human resource development, it is encouraging to know that anenormous amount of collaborative activity is going on at different levels.Even in places where collaboration is not readily apparent, many resources andpotential leaders of effective activities are in place.

We have learned a great deal now about the skills that promote desirable changein institutions which as recently as a decade ago seemed impervious to reform --notably school systems, employment and training agencies, and entrenched politi-cal structures. In many instances where collaboration has not yet accomplishedvisible systemic change, essential elements of significant change are in place:resources for informal as well as formal communication around complex issues, acommunity power base, leaders who can put aside short-range self-interests toidentify mutual interests, public awareness of a clear, important social problem.
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There are four future steps for Metro Link. The first is to maintain linkages
among existing sites of collaborative activities. The second is to identify
other interested sites and enlist their key representatives in a growing network.
The third is to enlarge the network by sharing its resources widely with related
networks concerned with the same or related issues. The fourth step is to
maintain structures for broad-based communication among all of these participants
to understand and improve the process of collaboration itself, and to inform
development of new generations of leaders.
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METROLINK

DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCES THROUGH METROPOLITAN COLLABORATION
In the late seventies, Reverend Leon Sullivan, a national leader in thefield of community-based employment of the disadvantaged, used a parable toexplain why so many youth remain unemployed in spite of diverse and costlyinstitutions and programs attempting to solve the problem of youth unemploy-ment:

A boy trapped in a deep hole called for help. Several adults ran to hisaid, each offering rope for him to haul himself out, but each rope was tooshort. There was the "rope" of the public school system, -- old and toughand hard to handle. There was the employment and training "rope," new butthin and fragile. There was the higher education "rope," too far away forhim to reach, the labor union "rope," the "rope" of the business community,and others. There was no shortage of ropes, but still the boy could not besaved.

"Tie your roves together," the boy said, "and let them down to me!"

The Process of Collaboration in Eight Metropolitan_ Areas

Introduction. This monograph describes the process of collaboration that tookmace over a two-year period (1984 and 1985) among leaders of public and privatesector organizations and institutions concerned with education and training forhuman resource development in eight metropolitan areas. The project, calledMetro Link, was conducted by the Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL) withfunds provided by the Danforth Foundation.

The report conveys four central messages:

1. Successful collaboration to overcome longstanding systemic problems inhuman resource development can be achieved.

2. Cross-sector collaboration develops in five stages.

3. As demonstrated in each of the eight communities where collaboration ishelping to energize and focus citizens' activities, elements of leadership,history, and levels of commitment combine to determine the purpose, con-tours, strengths, vitality, durability, and visibility of collaborativealliances.

4. A dozen themes characterize collaborative efforts. Based on Metro Link sitecoordinators' reflections about their experiences over two years, thesethemes offer insights about processes, resources and conditions for collabo-ration.

jvietroLink Was Designed to Encourage and Study Collaboration On-Site. In 1983,the Danforth Foundation granted funds to support Metro Link, a project of theInstitute for Educational Leadership (IEL). Metro Link was designed to encourageand analyze the process of collaboration for long-range metropolitan humanresource development in four to six regions across the country. The project
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stressed long-range planning because practically all of the available information
about multi-sector collaboration for addressing issues of education, employment,and training dealt with short-term programs and activities which place minimaldemands on either party to address serious, long-standing social issues in thecommunity.

Few short-term partnership efforts have been rigorously evaluated. Whilethoughtful analyses of issues are evident in selected research studies, theseanalyses confirm that qualitative information about metropolitan collaborationis scarce. Most information about public-private partnerships consists ofquantitative data and anecdotal descriptions.

During the early planning of Metro Link, IEL proposed to extend its role as animpartial mediating agency with wide access to policy analysis and expertisethrough its networks of educational and other leaders. IEL planned to draw uponits experience in convening neutral forums Washington Policy Seminars,Educational Staff Seminar and its State Education Policy Seminars, which havebeen sources of information about educational policy options for decisionmakersin some 40 state capitols and Washington, D.C.. IEL proposed to create forumsdesigned R. strengthen or stimulate regional collaboration for resolving complexpolicy issues concerning education, employment and training.

Metro Link was designed to create or enhance the capacity of local communities toestablish long-term planning for human resource development. IEL predicted thatMetro Link would have two major outcomes first, greater understanding ofcommonalities and differences among the sites; second, improved receptivityamong local leaders to the concept and practice of reaching individual and groupgoals collaboratively.

Metro Link emphasized four major goals:

I. To identify barriers to cooperation in formulating policy among a varietyof sectors in a community;

2. To understand relationships between long-term policy issues and currentoperational problems;

3. To draw upon research and experience in other regions in order to help
define policy options for resolving issues; and

4. To begin negotiation processes among public and private decisionmakers toresolve or mitigate problems.

Metro Link anticipated the following specific results:

o An on-site coordinator trained in assessing and gathering information abouta metropolitan area's political and economic environments, and in usingexternal networks to bring information and expertise to the area.

1 A cadre of leaders with greater understanding of complexities of metro-politan area planning and policymaking processes, and effective strategiesfor intervening in those processes.
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o A process for documenting and assessing cooperative activities amongschools, businesses, higher education institutions, and labor organizations,governmental agencies and individuals.

o Tangible examples of results gained from cooperative efforts, visible tothe general population.

o A small network capable of disseminating experiences gained through Metro-Link to additional metropolitan areas.

procedures

Selection of Participating Areas, IEL enlarged the originally planned scope ofMetro Link by identifying eight geographically diverse metropolitan areas wheremulti-sector collaborative efforts were being attempted or planned. The com-munities -- Atlanta, Boston, Hartford, Indianapolis, Louisville, Minneapolis,Saint Louis, and Portland, Oregon -- each had a distinct locus for issues and atleast a beginning structure for developing collaborative leadership.

IEL selected the final sites informally, starting with an announcement of theDanforth Foundation grant to its national network, and in the IEL newsletter,and asking leaders in several cities if they were interested in participating.IFL applied five criteria to selection:

1. Geographic diversity;

2. Evidence of commitment of community leadership to developing collaborativesolutions to local issues;

3. Assurance from an education agency of involvement in the project;
4. Availability of a coordinator with access to area leaders; where possible,coordinators were established in area organizations which included andfostered multi-sector leadership; and

5. Diversity among sectors/institutions sponsoring MetroLink: business,education and government.

Documentation, IEL contracted with an independent analyst, who was familiarwith public-private partnerships and school improvement issues, to develop aframework for documenting MetroLink and to work with the IEL project director inmonitoring and documenting the project. Site coordinators modified the frameworkin light of practical constraints of time required to organize materials andwrite reports.

It quickly became clear that by and large the site coordinators, and all of whomhad full time positions with major responsibilities could not reasonably beexpected to gather and analyze information in the many categories outlined in theoriginal documentation plan. IEL decided that coordinators should send documen-tation whenever possible or convenient, but minimally prior to each meetingfor the Coordinators. IEL organized and analyzed the information according to
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the main themes and issues emerging across programs.

There were four types of documentation:

1. Reports and information exchanged at quarterly meetings among the sitecoordinators. These meetings were the richest source of information aboutthe process of collaboration within and among the sites. Travel andrelated expenses were often provided by the coordinators' organizations.Meetings were held in Indianapolis, Atlanta, and Louisville as well as inWashington, D.C. in order to expose coordinators to each others' settings.
2. Documents provided by each coordinator describing or related to siteprojects. In addition to interim written reports about the progress ofcollaborative efforts, documents included newspaper articles, memoranda,minutes of meetings, etc.

3. General information relating to all projects, provided by IEL, such asrecent national reports, current research papers, expertise provided by IELspecialists.

4. Coordinators' interviews of leaders of local collaboration.

IEL developed the outline and drafts of this report in consultation with thesite coordinators.

Decision to Study Existing Programs, IEL decided to investigate existing ornewly evolving processes and structures rather that to establish new forums. Thefirst meeting of coordinators took place in December, 1983, in Washington, D.C.The specific focus of activities in Atlanta, Minneapolis and Boston was deter-mined beforehand; the focus and structure for the other sites' project activitiestook shape during project planning.

The coordinator from each site largely determined his or her project issues,participants, and methods. IEL's decision to build upon existing initiativesand resources for collaboration stressed analysis of behavior in each settingand comparison of contrasting patterns and trends.

The first meeting of coordinators was devoted to developing a sense of "owner-ship" of the project, agreement about definitions of overall objectives and therole of IEL, and a framework for documentation. The coordinators distinguishedtheir Metro Link role from their normal professional responsibilities. Theyquickly established rapport, working through questions and concerns openly andeasily.

The limited percentage of time available for each coordinator to spend specifica-lly on on-site involvement in the Metro Link project -- on average, about fivepercent emphasized commitment among coordinators to explore the anatomy ofcollaboration. The coordinators themselves strongly agreed that the successesof their own local efforts to achieve project objectives depended upon theirestablishing and using their own networks.
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The Need for Knowledae about Collaborative Processes

The need for knowledge about the process of collaborative long-range planninghas increased significantly in the Eighties. Encouragement of collaborativeactivity has been a theme of this era of reports and recommendations about thestate of the nation's institutions and policies. The reports recognize that ournation's human resources are one variable in the economic equation to which wemust pay increasing attention. Most of the reports claim that public-privatepartnerships are useful vehicles for bringing coherence to fragmented systemsand to initiatives for improving the state of education and training at alllevels.

Many recommendations reflect the leadership and style of prominent businessexecutives, who by nature speak the language of products and results. The needto understand the process, for developing effective and lasting products -- thatis, collaborative partnerships -- has been neglected.

This report examines development of multi-sector partnerships as a continuum offive phases. There are two thematic issues. First, how do partnerships movefrom particular programs to involvement of a whole delivery system? Second, howis consensus developed to improve policymaking and long-range planning?

The analysis of themes, available resources and conditions for collaborationacross the eight metropolitan sites is based on the eight case studies whichconclude this report.

The case studies should not be regarded as appendices tacked on to the analysis.They comprise the substance of the project. Based on the actual experiences inthe eight sites, our fundamental recommendation to metropolitan leaders who areattempting collaboration is threefold, namely:

o To document what is happening,

o To provide opportunities for systemic reflection about the process ofcollaboration, and

o To strengthen their collective efforts through exchanging information aboutgoals, activities, successful strategies, policy issues, and problems withothers engaged in similar initiatives.

There are three reasons why we feel unusually confident about drawing conclusionsand indicating directions for metropolitan multi-sector collaboration. First,the central ideas grew from the projects themselves rather than from preconcep-tions. Second, a Metro Link coordinator worked in each site and had access tocentral actors in the collaboration. Third, the site coordinators met quarterlyto discuss experiences and to exchange ideas and resources. The themes andissues identified by IEL and the Metro Link site coordinators emerged from thediscussions at meetings and through the documentation.

Systemic Issues. Metropolitan leaders are increasingly aware of systemicissues in human resource development. They are aware of hundreds of studiesabout public schooling, higher education, shifting demographic patterns, and
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future labor market needs. They seek ways to mobilize and direct local leader-ship, resources and policies toward improving the public schools and increasingyouth employment. They are holding conferences to explore how high schoolgraduates can be assured reasonably good chances for employment, and localemployers can be assured at the same time that high school graduates will beemployable. They are asking where local business and industry will find thelabor force to fill rapidly expanding needs, what can be done about the rapiddecline in the appeal of higher education to young people?

Because these issues broadly affect organizations, institutions, and individualsthroughout the private and public sectors, it seems imperative for leaders tocollaborate in addressing common problems. We do not yet know, however, howimportant such concerns actually are to organizations and institutions whichhave not cooperated in the past. What would they be willing to sacrifice inorder to come to agreement about common interests, goals, and procedures foraddressing complex social problems? What are the barriers to collaboration?

There is no shortage of compelling reasons for strategic policymaking amongmetropolitan community leaders. The statistics alone are as alarming as tabloidheadlines:

o Each cjiy. forty teenagers give birth to their third, child!

o Senior citizens already outnumber teens, and
increase past the turn of the century.

o In 1950, 17 workers paid the benefits for
workers will provide those funds in 1992 -
minority.

their numbers will continue to

each retiree, whereas only 3
- and one of those will be a

Long-range social issues are especially important in this period when thenational mood has shifted away from the social agenda. A number of metropolitanleaders and scholars believe that the American preoccupation with aggressivecompetition is seriously jeopardizing our sense of community. Some warn thatAmericans are seriously in danger of isolation from one another and from theirsocial institutions?

One Portland, Oregon leader expressed this idea in an interview:

Some of the business leaders...are worried about some young people'slack of academic as well as job skills. I worry more about their lackof values -- traditional American values -- How can we help youngpeople learn that they are a ma of a free society; about the value,of a free society?

Our society does a good job with youth who are aggressive and ener-getic, but we do not do well with helping them learn sharing andcaring. Here we have an opportunity to develop the sense of community

1. Especially see Bellah, R. and others. Habits of the Heart., Los Angeles:University of California Press, 1985.
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that we need to transmit fundamental values.

The provocative rhetoric of the first prestigious report on the state of publiceducation -- A Nation At Risk -- compared the nation's public schooling systemto "an act of war" by a foreign power. Subsequent reports were less strident,
but they also blamed the schools for America's economic malaise. There seems tobe broad agreement that if our communities fail to develop local capacities for
developing the potential of our people, the social and economic prospects forall of us will significantly diminish as we enter the twenty-first century.

Governor James B. Hunt, Jr., speaking for the Task Force on Education forEconomic Growth of the Education Commission of the States said, "We have had anabundance of research, a plentiful supply of analysis and an impressive pilingup of reports. Public concern is rising. What is needed now is action: actionfor excellence."

Many reports reinforce and publicize activities that are already in progress bythe time they are issued; many school systems were tightening standards at leastthree years before A Nation At Risk sounded the general alarm, and action hadbegun in local business communities nationwiL - well before Governor Hunt spoke.The school reform movement had been stressing testing and regulation of teacher. -.Communities were shifting public attention toward "excellence." Reports continueto pile up so many that a small industry has sprung up to interpret them. Onenew trend: while College Board and other test scores have risen, the percentageof minorities taking the SAT has declined. Another trend: even though higherpercentages of black students have been graduating from high school since 1975,their rates of attending and completing college have declined.

In its report Investing in Our Children: Business in the Public SchooJ., theCommittee for Economic Development recommended increasing funds for schoolimprovement. Why? American has lost its competitive edge in business andindustry because its educational standards are lcw.

The Genesis of Metro Link. Since the turn of the decade, IEL, through itsnational network of education leaders at all levels, had identified signs of agrowing consensus in several metropolitan areas around issues of human resource
development. No matter how sincere or ambitious, piecemeal, short-term programsaimed at such problems as conflicting and counterproductive policies, or ineffec-tive deployment of resources generally result in continual frustration. Theconsensus was that many of the critical issues affecting organizations, institu-tions and social policies concerning human resources could best be addressedthrough leaders who collaborate to define mutual objectives and shared stra-tegies, and to share programs and resources.

IEL determined that understanding of processes underlying collaborative leader-
ship is weak in two ways. First, there is little solid analysis -- that is,based on concrete information in specific settings and gathered by informed
participants -- about how effective collaboration takes place. Second, there islittle acknowledgement of the complexity and difficulty of leadership in collabo-rative activities.

It is common sense, for example, for urban decisionmakers to integrate programs
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and policies intended to reduce youth unemployment. Yet the mayor's office, thesuperintendent of schools, the employment and training administrators, thebusiness leaders and such organizations as the Private Industry Council faceclassic problems. There are precious few examples in our cities that can beused to guide decisionmaking. It is quickly discovered that the formulation ofcomprehensive policies is complex. The process involves igterconnected factors:demographics, technological change, changing job requirements, data gatheringand analysis, overlapping and conflicting incentives and rewards, institutionaland organizational friction, to name a few. Furthermore, new proposals are notwritten on a blank slate. They must be negotiated in the context of existingpolicies and practices, informal understandings and vested interests. Some ofthese are governmental, some institutional, some individual.

These observations led to IEL's conclusion that there was a need to studycollaboration in specific contexts. Depending on circumstances, different typesof leadership may be necessary in order to reach collective agreement about goalsand objectives, to identify resources, to determine strategies, to refocus andadjust next steps in light of experience. Leaders may be located at variouslevels of several sectors, and their talents may come to play at different pointsduring the planning and development of a joint effort. Yet, institutions andorganizations rather than individual leaders may be most instrumental in success-ful collaboration. The effects of joint efforts by representatives of govern-mental agencies, community-based organizations, educational institutions andcorporations may combine to expand and apply strategic thinking. On the otherhand, an intermediary person with access to key decisionmakers and the trust of arange of people who influence decisions may be in the ideal position to helptranslate and synthesize policies at the community level.

What do leaders need to know in order to collaborate effectively and over time?What can be learned from the experience of others? Are there characteristics orcritical elements of effective collaboration?

Overview of Collaborative Metropolitan Leadership in the Eighties
The State of the Art, Reverend Sullivan's parable about the boy trapped in ahole, cited in the introduction, is even more persuasive nearly a decade later.Some 200 state committees and commissions, public and private, agree that thereis a national crisis in public education. Many other organizations are attempt-ing to deal with youth unemployment and related problems.

It is not entirely facetious to observe that the energy, time and talent thathave been expended in analysis and exhortation about improving the state ofemployment, public schooling, higher education and training could keep hot airballoons afloat over major metropolitan areas coast to coast.

When the Metro Link coordinators explored this comparison in depth, they agreedthat at least the image of hot air balloons shifts the analogy from the negativeimage of a deep hole to the sky above -- a sign of hope that some progress hasoccurred. At the same time, "hot air" suggests that there is len to manypartnerships than meets the eye.

These balloons -- of varied sizes, colors and durability -- may be analogous to
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partnerships. Some of them are flimsy, temporary confections to decorate thehorizon. Yet a closer look reveals that a t'ew of them have evolved into some-thing extraordinary. They are not hot air balloons at all, but transportdirigibles substantial, hardy vehicles capable of carrying weighty andmassive burdens, reliably and over time, to serve a metropolitan area.

John McPhee describes some actual lighter-than-air vehicles in The Deltoid,Pumpkin Seed. He tells a story of a few dedicated amateur and professionalengineers, who started with model planes and makeshift wind tunnels, oftensacrificing their own money, time and other resources, and designed and demon-strated with innovative technology a dirigible shaped like a pumpkin seed.McPhee concludes that if it were implemented on a large scale, the inventionwould be capable of sustaining more cost-effective regional and national airtransportation system than anything that exists.

Like lighter-than-air technology, public-private partnerships have significantpotential applications, but their full development depends on the sustainedcommitment of knowledgeable, dedicated leaders, together with a collective willto make significant changes in the usual way of doing business, even if thatentails sacrifice, inconvenience and discomfort.

The concept of genuine give-and-take partnerships is experimental -- a trialballoon. The growing consensus among reports from various public and privatesector leaders -- that local community leaders nationwide must collaborate aspartners willing to sacrifice turf. Dower and visibility to achieve a commonoverarching goal -- remains generally untested.

Partnerships are a First Sten. Multi-sector partnerships are among the firsthighly visible structures for collaborative effort. Partnerships have beenconstructed between schools and companies, school systems and organizations ofcorporations, and they often embrace governmental agencies, private non-profitorganizations, religious institutions, colleges and universities, and communitybased organizations for training and employment. Whether they are intended toimprove public schools, provide employment and training for youth or addressproblems of housing and crime, partnerships offer a way for public and privatesector leaders from different organizations and institutions to view communityproblems collectively and with an unusual perspective, high above the terrain.

Many if not most partnerships are in the "balloon" stage. This stage involvesmany people joining together, contributing their knowledge, experience, coopera-tion and mutual trust and commitment. Launching and guiding balloons requiresteamwork, hard work and courage. What's more, the hot-air balloons of today arefairly sophisticated -- far safer than they look; there are few disasters. Theyare an excellent way to uplift spirits for a while, especially when the outcomeof the exercise is a highly visible event -- a bright and colorful, sometimes
exhilirating demonstration of what people can accomplish together.

Attractive as some of these contraptions are, though, they cannot yet carry muchmore burden than the participants themselves. Designed for short excursionsrather than long hauls, they are fragile and hard to manage in a breeze. A gustcan push them miles off course. Apart from recreation they are useful mainlyfor publicity and advertising. In order to improve the capacity, power, sta-
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bility and steering mechanism of these vehicles to achieve different and moreambitious goals, people must combine efforts, enlist help from others, commit
resources and apply special expertise and knowledge from outside sources.

Likewise, multi-sector partnerships are intended for no less than developing,marshalling and deploying human resources long-range -- resources capable ofmet 'rag the changing economic, social and political needs of metropolitancommunities. Among the persistent and urgent issues that they must addressthrough local action are youth unemployment, long-lasting employability ofnon-college-bound high school graduates, and improvement of public schooling atall grade levels.

The debates surrounding numerous educational standards, commitment to moreresources to public education, and innumerable measures are healthy and impor-tant. These debates highlight the need to take action, to invest in our chil-dren, to develop our human resources. It is useful to critique as well as topromote multi-sector partnerships to know the size, shapes and strengths ofthe balloons, to know which way the wind is blowing, and applaud promisingexperiments.

IEL undertook Metro Link in the belief that it is not enough to take action --whether for excellence, for equity, or for both -- or to increase invcstments toimprove public education. Improved strategic thinking and concerted actiondepends on understanding of how collaboration takes place. The fundamental needis therefore to improve our understanding of how our metropolitan communitiesdeve!op collaborative leadership. After two years of operation, Metro Link hasshown that reliable, efficient vehicles for developing human resources may befeasible for all metropolitan areas.

What is collaboration?

Mi 'aLink Coordinators tended to spend little time defining terms. They agreedthat it is most useful to think about collaboration as a continuum, and thatprogress along that continuum occurs in phases.

The definition of what metropolitan area activities are meaningful or substantivevaries according to the phase of development. Factors affecting the phaseinclude the history of inter-sector cooperation in the area: political, cultural,economic circumstances; community expectations; leadership available in therele .ant organizations and institutions; and the number and importance offactors that distract attention from collaboration. The urgency of problemscreates pressure for collaboration; if the problems are not severe, the communitymay be inclined to maintain the status ouo; yet if they are too severe, aclimate of crisis and distrust many inhibit creative discussion.

The experiences of the coordinators in the eight projects within Metro Linkindicate five phases of collaboration for metropolitan human resource develop-ment.
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Phase One: Community Leaders from different sectors agree upon a need tocollaborate and create a structure for action.

Many metropolitan communitier. are familiar with this phase, which entailsinitiatives by local political leaders, business leaders, and top-level educa-tional administrators and boards. While the public may be only marginally awareof the first part of this phase, the structure for action is often well-publi-cized . It may be the formation of an office to coordinate school-businesspartnerships or an adopt-a-school program, it may be a statement of new goalsfor a prominent existing organization, or it may be a new entity.

o The Saint Louis public schools have participated in numerous work-studyprograms, including classes conducted on site in companies, since the latesixties. The Chamber of Commerce, using seed money provided by the DanforthFoundation, enlisted cooperation between the schools and the local businesscommunity, using Ralston Purina as the lead company.

o In 1975 the Hartford superintendent of schools asked the Chamber of Commerceto help the school system prepare youth for local jobs. The Chamberoffered to pay half of the salary of a coordinator to create a plan linkingschools and the business community. In 1981 the Chamber organized aSchool-Business Collaborative including the deputy superintendent ofschools, school principals, directors of the Urban League and the PuertoRican Forum. The goals of these efforts were to raise the academic achieve-
ment, improve employability and reduce school dropout rates.

o Atlanta's formal organization of partnerships can be traced to 1974-1975,when the business community first approached the school system. As recentlyas 1973, the habits of segregation were strong: there were separate Parent --Teacher Association councils for blacks and whites, even though the twogroups had merged at the state level. Meetings held throughout Atlanta tosurvey public opinion about the school system involved over 10,000 citizens,
who collectively suggested priorities that included basic academic skills,career education and job placement, and improved communication throughoutthe school system and with the public. In August, 1980, when SuperintendentAlonzo Crim announced the systemwide goal that every student would achievethe national norm in literacy skills by 1985, with 20 percent of the gainto be realized in the 1980-81 school year, he established the terms forlong-term multi-sector collaboration: the educational goals could not beachieved without support and cooperation of all groups in the community.He also enlisted executives of all the major media organizations in Atlantato help him inform and involve the public in his plans, and began to involvedeans of schools of education to plan staff development programs. Theformal structure for collaboration among the schools, higher educationand the business community was created in January, 1981 -- the AtlantaPartnership of Business and Education, Inc.

o In December, 1983, Indianapolis community leaders, under the auspices ofthe Greater Indianapolis Progress Committee, created a Subcommittee for the
Employment Opportunities Task Force, whose purpose was to begin working onthe problem of enlisting the business community to provide summer jobs for
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disadvantaged youth. The mission statement emphasized that its task wasgreater than the immediate challenge of identifying jobs for the coming
summer. It was to "develop an apparatus that will maximize emp:oyment
opportunities for youthin 1984 and future years." Representatives fromthe Private Industry Council and the school system, City of Indianapolisand the Chamber of Commerce agreed that the roles described in the conceptpaper were acceptable to each organization.

Phase Two: Leaders' commitment becomes visible as multi-sector activities,short-term and long-term, are publicized. Depending on circumstances, public
awareness of their commitment may grow swiftly, or it may take yea to develop.

o In past Saint Louis multi-sector programs, Ralston Purina provided classroom
space and equipment, matching students screened by the school system totraining supervisors for clerical positions, data processing, printing andother jobs. The Board of Education assigned and paid certified teachers toteach academic and business courses on company premises. A consortium of 10banks offered training in entry level positions; service stations offeredautomobile service training in trailers located at the stations; city hallcoordinated positions in government agencies.

o In Hartford, the result of the planning effort jointly funded by the Boardof Education and the Chamber was Workplaces, an alternative careers highschool program for grades 10-12, where young people could develop marketableskills, have work experiences, career development and remediation programsalong with their academic program. Workplaces conducted eight demonstration
projects funded by the Department of Labor's CETA youth titles in 1980.

o Among several initiatives in Atlanta, Adopt-A-School has provided a broadrange of activities enabling people in all sectors, including small andlarge companies, religious organizations, and cultural agencies, to helpthe schools. Religious, business and community leaders have not suggestedthat they are content that these activities will accomplish the ambitiousgoals of the community. Leaders have made it clear that their aim is notmerely to tinker with the school system. Specifically, business leaderswere asked to clarify their standards of employability, and the schoolsystem committed itself to meeting those standards regardless of race,poverty or other circumstances.

Phase Three; Leaders agree that collaboration must confront long-range systemic
problems, and they identify barriers to further collaboration.

o In 1984 the leaders of the Atlanta, Partnership could have rested on theirlaurels, a well-deserved reputation as a national prototype of cooperation.
They openly acknowledged, however, that they were struggling with several
problems. The most obvious was that the strength and reputation of the
Partnership apparently depended upon its major leaders. In the eye:: of thepublic, the Partnershir mai those ieaders, most notably SuperintendentCrim. The Partnership, partly to establish a separate identity, moved itsoffice to the Georgia State University campus.
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Partnership leaders had identified at least three other barriers as well:First, teachers, parents and others at the grassroots level were relativelyinactive in the Partnership. Second, the potential worth and specific aimsof the Partnership were not apparent to people in parts of the communitywhe should actively feel a major stake in its work -- the low income blackcommunity, which comprises the great majority of the school population.Third, the Partnership had made little headway in its promise to improvestaff development in the school system.

o Leaders in Portland. Oregon, attempting to reduce the high rate of youth
unemployment, particularly minority youth unemployment, had consolidatedseveral major political and economic segments of the metropolitan area.The agreement included the city government, the school district and the
Chamber of Commerce, along with the local Urban League. A consortium ofthese groups was approved for participation in the Urban Network Project ofBrandeis University, which links multi-sector youth employment collaborativeprojects in several urban areas across the country. The Project combinedresources for improving existing in-school programs of work experience,career education, pre-employment skill development and job placement.

The city, school district and Chamber of Commerce designed a policy com-mittee at the start of Metro Link in Portland called the Leaders Roundtable,composed of decision-makers from all major segments of the community,including the mayor, the superintendent of schools, the vice chairman ofU.S. Bancorp and others, who spearheaded the business community efforts.Their common purpose was to coordinate and synthesize policy developmentaround youth employability and employment. The Leaders' Roundtable strategywas and is to bring freshness of thought to the isswts, coupled with anability to make decisions -- to act. A coordinating group of staff wasestablished to solve problems and set agendas.

The Roundtable is stimulating a broadening of collaboration in two ways --first, by including many additional segments of the community in a planningprocess; second, by creating a means of accountability among all theparticipating partners. They must define their relationships clearly,making distinct, "who does what, who provides what resources." A businessleader on the Roundtable said:

Business will supply more opportunities and will show morecare in what it does so as to fit in the overall plan and notwaste resources. Public institutions will better define whatthey do. They will also be better able to assign theirresources. The PIC should be in a better position to serve
the private sector.. [to] serve their goals and legislativemandates [and ] make a greater commitment to the in-school
population...we shculd see more coordination within the
schools.
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Phase Four Leaders and their constituents sacrifice "turf", authority/power,resources, status, priorities and traditions in order to overcome barriers tocollaboration.

The people designated to lead a collaborative effort are tied to their roles inspecific organizations as well as to their overarching roles in addressingsocial and economic dilemmas. Their responsibilities include helping others totranscend their habitual, parochial loyalties. The occasions that force theseleaders to set aside their usual loyalties in order to carry out their transcend-
ent roles subject them to stress. Collaboration in which participants are ableto withstand significant conflict between these roles has reached an advanced
level of development.

o The portland. Oregon 15-member Leaders Roundtable had reached some particu-
larly significant and hard-earned gains in coming to agreement around waysto address several issues, when unexpectedly, in May of 1984, Portlandunseated its mayor. It is a tribute both to the incumbent outgoing Mayorand to the then Mayor-elect, J.E. "Bud" Clark, that Clark's transition tothe Leaders Roundtable was both smooth and immediate. It also confirms
the commitment among all major participants in the metropolitan area to putaside short-term conflicts and tensions in order to facilitate movement
toward long-term goals and objectives. If Mayor Ivancie had insisted upon
his prerogatives as incumbent Mayor to participate on the Roundtable until
the moment he had to leave office, or had Mr. Clark sought to reject or
undermine the Leaders Roundtable, years of progress would have been undone.

o Hartford's School-Business Collaborative had lost momentum as leaders inall sectors had difficulty reaching common agreement about how to improve
the transition from public school to long-term employment, and about what
the role of the School-Business Collaborative should be.

An informal consensus of the Hartford business community held that a top
community priority must be to restore employers' confidence in the Hartford
Public Schools diploma as a reliable measure of employability. Effective
collaboration between business and educational leaders required that they
reach general agreement about some minimal levels of competencies of
graduates that the business community would accept, and that the schools
could reasonably guarantee.

While all parties agreed that a high school diploma did not assure that agraduate was "ready for work," a major obstacle arose around the issue of
testing in the School-to-Work Transition Project, a joint effort of theHartford Public Schools and the School-Business Collaborative undertaken
during the Metro Link project. Much suspicion and misunderstanding between
the business community and school people had subsided under the Collabora-
tive, because the project brought curriculum staff from the school systemtogether with business representatives, but basically to do things that did
not cause discomfort for either party. Nonetheless, the Chamber of Com-
merce, the Private Industry Council and the Superintendent of Schools held
opposing views that recalled ancient bed's. Educators felt that the
schools are being unfairly blamed for not having taught students the skills
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for success in the world of work. Private sector representatives feltthat schools resist change so strongly that no progress can occur without
sustained and intensive external pressure.

Should seniors be required to take an "exit" test of basic skills? Could atest for employability become, in effect, an "exit" test? What level of
test performance is reasonable to demand of a school system whose graduatesare largely poor minorities, whose first language in many cases is notEnglish?

The emotional and value-laden issues could be resolved only through extendedmediation behind closed doors. Building on its recent achievements withinthe Collaborative, the group was able to create its eventual compromisedocument establishing the expectation of an eighth grade level of academicskill. They succeeded primarily because all participants realized that theywere obliged to reso've their differences or else reach a permanent impasse.They knew that such a standoff would have been disastrous for the businesscommunity and the education community alike.

Phase Five: Long-range commitment of persons in leadership positions is assured,and authoritative structures for collaborative decisionmaking for long-rangecollaboration are securely established.

Risky as it is to state that a community has created structures and processesthat assure ongoing collaboration, it is clear that the efforts in some of theMetro Link communities will continue and will probably improve over time.The most straightforward example is the Indianapolis partnership, which developedPartners 2000. The strength of the partnership has grown rapidly and steadilyin the past two years. In 1985 it placed well over 3,600 disadvantaged youngpeople in summer job experiences, a major increase in private sector participa-tion. The working relationships among the schools, the City and the privatesector are strong. The most significant success story: virtually every eligibleyoung person in Marion County signed up for the program, and in fact, was placedin a summer job experience.

Planning for the 1986 program has already begun among the Chamber of Commerce,
the Progress Committee, the Private Industry Council, the Alliance for Jobs andthe City. Integration of operations of Job Net (volunteer effort to recruitprivate sector jobs) with the Alliance for Jobs has also begun. Finally, theconsultants for the program are packaging the programs in the form of "Job NetU.S.A." a for-profit venture enaorsed by the major participants in theIndianapolis program to market the successes in ther cities attempting tolaunch improved summer youth employment programs.

COMPARISONS AND CONTRASTS: ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS ACROSS SITES

The metropolitan areas in Metro Link offer many similarities and differencesamong barriers to collaboration, opportunities for multi-sector activities,planning structures, leadership persons, the business and education/trainingcommunities, and relationships among public, private and non-profit sectors.
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The following working definitions serve as a framework for considering comp ai-
sons and contrasts across the eight sites:

Metropolitan: pertaining to actual and potential resources of education,training, and employment of any region surrounding a large core city, andtherefore not confined within a conventional political, legislated or geographicboundaries.

}Inman Resources: People, including children and youth, currently residing in a
metropolitan region, and those who will be entering the region or may be attract-ed to it, who are capable of contributing to the economic, cultural and socialwell-being of the metropolitan community. This definition emphasizes that
long-range planning must consider demographic projections.

Development, The process of providing access to and use of resources in educa-
tion, training and/or employment in a metropolitan community; of learning newskills, information and competencies which increase the economic and socialchoices available to individuals, groups and organizations; and of buildingcapacities among individuals, groups and organizations to contribute to thecommunity.

Collaboration; The process by which two or more di:ferent kinds of individuals
and/or groups cooperate in activities for mutual benefit. Collaboration requiressustained joint commitments to accomodate to different ways of working andcommunicating, and often to contrasting sets of values in creating productivemethods for accomplishing common goals.

partnership: An agreement among representative decision-makers in organizationsbelonging to different economic sectors (public and private profit/non-profit)to cooperate for mutual benefit. Th4 Committee for Economic Development notestwo dimensions for cooperation: policy, in which goals of the community arearticulated; and operational, in which goals are carried out. "The purpose ofpublic-private partnership is to link these dimensions in such a way that theparticipants contribute to the benefit of the broader community while promotingtheir own individual or organizational interest."2

2 public-Private Partnership: An Onnortunitv_for Urban Communities,
(Committee for Economic Development (CEDI, New York, Washington, February
1982), p. 2. The Appendix, pp. 104 and 105, emphasizes political interdependence
between sectors, versus conventionsl views that the public sector is primarily asupport function for the private sector or that the private sector is a homo-
genous grouping of profit-making organizations. Non-profit and voluntaryprivate sector actions also have an important public dimension.
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MetroLink
from their

Theme # 1

coordinators' reflections about a range of issues and trends arising
projects clustered around twelve themes:

Inter-sector collaboration is a process. Although
processes used to achieve similar aims may result
in similar structures and methods, genuine collabo-
ration cannot be bottled for replication, codified
into formulas or mechanical procedures.

MetroLink coordinators feel strongly that collaboration evolved in very distinctways peculiar to the political, economic, demographic and institutional circum-stances, individuals, and changing events in each of their metropolitan regions.Common elements appeared across sites; similar aims and methods used were theresult of parallel processes. Structures, policies, and compromises have begunto converge in each site as participants devise ways to create, for example,comprehensive long-term employment systems for youth.

Exchanges of information and materials among MetroLink coordinators oftenstressed generic resemblances among project components, but collaboration resistsbeing reduced to a replicable formula. Coordinators agreed that a systematicapproach to collaboration a way to manufacture rather than grow the solutionsto long-range metropolitan problems is simplistic, short-sighted and mechan-ical. In contrast, a systemic approach to collaboration will acknowledge thecomplexities of institutional change, will be long-range, and will of necessityfocus upon the extensive political and social negotiations require' to addresspersistent issues.

Theme * 2 Many motivations combine to stimulate cross-sector
cooperative activities. They reflect needs,
expectations, and perceived self-interests.
People and institutions are moved to collaborate

a common view of an important perceived need.It is when major participants have a common
interest or goal and are struggling hard to
overcome barriers to achieving the goal that
collaboration is most likely to bring progress
toward durable consensus for action.

Unless there is a commonly perceived need, little can be done to stimulatecollaborative activity. It is not difficult for most nroan areas to find someopportunities for cooperative projects involving different sectors, but theseare often superficial. But if participants are seriously committed to addressing
long-term social issues in their community, they must be prepared to sacrificecherished traditions such as access, power and information.
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When a partnership is consistently portrayed as free of significant problems ortensions, it is probably superficial. A partnership that seems stymied bydilemmas, but that grapples with resistance among individuals and organizations,and shifting perceptions among its participants may be genuinely struggling toovercome personal and institutional obstacles to collaborative effort.

One :.:onventional response to major institutional obstacles is, "it can't bedone" because of vested interests, political, social, cultural and economicproblems to become. A related response to public pressure for action is publicrelations exercises in the name of partnership. Such exercises can be easilyrecognized by their excessive rhetoric, lack of challenging goals and insubstan-tial achievements in the face of the problems that they are supposed to address.

The difficulties that participants must work through in resolving issues ofcollaboration the tough job of hammering out new working relationships amongindividuals, organizations and institutions are rarely made public.

Theme *3 It is critically important to maintain as many ofthe elements needed in the infrastructure of
metropolitan collaboration as possible.

At times, publicly visible results may be disap-
pointing, and collaboration may appear to be
moribund; nevertheless, holding potential piecesof a comprehensive system in place for the future
is important.

The generalized iceburg theory that seven eighths of everything can't be seendefinitely applies to collaboration. The publicly visible outcomes ofeffective collaboration occur at the end of the process. Aithough many necessaryingredients of effective collaboration may be present, various circumstances --lack of leadership, political events may hinder the momentum for collaborationfor a period.

Yet this does not mean that collaboration is not happening or that structuresdesigned to stimulate joint efforts should be dismantled because they are notachieving an immediate goal. To the contrary, they should be maintained so thatthey will be available when they are needed. When the right elements arefinally present -- a change of leaders, a change of attitude -- collaborationwill proceed.

The mix of factors affecting the equilibrium of power, influence, funding,visibility, and other characteristics of metropolitan community groups isincreasingly complex. The mix also changes frequently. Many forces affectchange and stability -- political, demographic, institutional, individual,systemic, accidental.
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Theme #4 Like It or not, events of the "real world" are
bound to affect structures, goals objectives and
processes of collaboration, positively and nega-
tively. In order to weather these events, those
who facilitate efforts around human resource
development must maintain a range of strategies
and tactics for ccmmunication, problem-solving and
fc casing attention on long-range aims.

Sometimes unforseen events can delay, even wreck the progress of well-planned
collaborative efforts. As we have seen, the selection of the new mayor couldhave scotched the city's participation on the Leaders Roundtable in Portland.For reasons no one can fathom, a key decisionmaker or organization may decide tostand pat, or change priorities. In the case of Minneapolis, an external eventmay distract the community the threat of a proposed $1.3 billion "Mega-Mall"to be built outside the city.

Any number of events, large and small, are capable of distracting attention fromthe long-range aims of collaboration for example, the temporary imperativesof local government, the crises that grab local headlines, the whims of politicalleaders, national events, changing personal priorities of key decision-makers.A group or individuals must be willing and able to maintain the course of
collaborative efforts.

Theme *5 Collaboration changes participants' viewpoints
about the roles, functions and capacities of other
groups and individuals during the process.

Collaboration requires all parties to realize and accept that there may beseveral issues of genuine mutual concern, and to work toward resolving them.Nevertheless, they cannot reasonably be expected to concur about these issuesmost of the time. Therefore, in order to succeed in reaching consensus aboutcollaboration, the parties must engage in a process that fosters acceptance ofdifferences (agreeing to disagree) and tolerance for a wide range of acceptable
compromises.

Participants must be able to fashion a goal that all can find a way to agreeupon. That is, they must invest energy in finding a legitimate common goal, notin disagreeing that one ought to be found.

IEL's conception of Metro Link was to explore broad issues and strategies of
collaboration which might not have a programmatic goal, but which would require
changes in the ways that leaders relate to one another, define and perceive
their aims and methods. Successful collaboration therefore might not result in
everyone implementing a specific project; instead, it would probably result inrethinking goals or finding ways to do a job better. The main feature ofcollaboration is that key participants change the ways that they perceive and
behave toward one another and the environment. As they attempt to design ways of
responding to needs for collective well-being, they constantly redefine theterms of their agreements in order to reflect their growing understanding of
mutual interests and goals.
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Theme *6 Intermediary groups and individuals can facilitate
multi-sector collaboration without always being in
politically neutral organizations or positions.They can be effective if they are trusted by key
participants to promote collaboration rather than
institutional or organizational vested interests.

Metro Link site coordinators often served in this role. Two coordinators whowere formally affiliated with school systems or universities noted that they didnot view themselves as sharing the vested interests of their institutions. Somewere not generally perceived as partisan, whether -- representing the "highereducation establishment," the mayor, or the superintendent of schools. Onecoordinator reported never feeling a sense of "territoriality" when exploring atopic of general community concern.

Atlanta and Hartford illustrated this theme repeatedly. The Metro Link coordina-tor in Atlanta is an employee of Georgia State University, but in his work withthe Atlanta Partnership he has never been identified primarily with the Univer-sity, for example, in his developing the Principals' Institute. On the otherhand, it was extremely important to locate the Partnership office at the Univer-sity in order to stress that it 'vas not controlled by the business community orthe school system.

The Hartford Metro Link coordinator came directly from the business community, tothe Chamber of Commerce, yet sae constantly mediates between the major represen-tatives of the school system and business leaders. Her work in reconstitutingthe School-Business Collaborative involved- as much informal negotiations withbusiness people as with school people. Her role as Vice President of HumanResource Development within the Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce requiresthat she maintain a multi-sector perspective. If she were to adopt a conven-tional "business" perspective she would never be able to understand, much lesssympathize with the school system. A telling example: the employment special-ists working in the schools with the School-To-Work Transition Project were hiredby and are responsible to her.

Theme # 7 Facilitators of collaboration need and benefit
from opportunities to communicate across projectsand to reflect upon the experience of others insimilar or contrasting situations. They learnfrom each other.

This is a significant need met by MetroLink, especially evident in each of thequarterly meetings among site coordinators. The coordinators repeatedly statedthat they had shared specific information -- for example, instruments andmethods of tracking the employment history of recent high school graduates --and had identified other resources that were useful to them. Business represen-tatives from one site visited another. The site coordinators stated that theopportunities to reflect upon the implications of similar patterns and experi-ences of collaboration in other sites was invaluable in two ways. First. peoplewho have the special roles and responsibilities of the MetroLink coordinators --strategic fostering and monitoring of metropolitan collaboration -- are not onlyunusual, but they rarely have the chance to exchange views, deliberately to
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step back from what they are doing and attempt to understand it in a largercontext. Second, because the coordinators occupied other roles practically 95percent of their time, the main occasions they had to focus their attention fora while not on the details of collaborative activities but on the process of
collaboration itself were the Metro Link documentation assignments and meetings.

One coordinator explained the importance of Metro Link as a "resource for informa-
tion, materials and for people resources;...and equally important, as a reflec-tion of the views of other sectors, of the community, even though each cityis unique in its make-up and chemistry." In addition, "coordinators can't'connect' without personal contact with the other coordinators," and "eventhough local styles and project goals are very different, there are a lot ofquestions [toj be discussed together." For example, in determining the degreeof participation required by those in a partnership, "How do we get rid of token
efforts without alienating the participants? Should schools be the sole judgeof what curricula are appropriate? Are there necessarily built-in biases ofeducation presented by the business community?"

Coordinators were also able to observe commonalities among projects and to drawimplications from thnir own efforts. The Saint Louis coordinator, for example,benefitted enormously from exposure to the Atlanta Partnership and the Hartford
School-Business Collaborative.

In addition, comparisons and contrasts among projects became increasinglywell-defined as ideas and experiences are exchanged. To name only a few:

o The importance of a top-level leader whose attention and concern arefocused on the central issues for collaboration: When the contact in theSaint Paul Mayor's office left for another position, there was no oneavailable to maintain interest in the project. When the leadership of theSaint Louis Civic Progress group changed, so did the priority.

o The kinds of people involved in collaboration are more important then theirpositions. However, the people must also be capable of making decisionsor have quick and reliable access to key decisionmakers. The chemistry
among these people, who are often powerful and charismatic, is criticallyimportant and must be nurtured. Therefore, for example, it will not do to
send substitutes no matter how capable, to important collaborative meetings.

o In addition to the key decisionmaking participants in collaboration, theremust be people skillful in handling logistics and tasks for carrying outthe ideas of higher level decisionmakers -- people who understand thedynamics of collaboration, who take care of interruptions, who set climatesthat allow others to work well together.

Theme #8 A "culture of collaboration" -- special ways of
communicating, especially through widely-recognized
and respected informal channels evolves during
a project. Participants develop special ways of
communicating, a history of relationships, and
informal understandings that respect but extend
beyond their formal roles and functions.
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Collaboration among people and institutions is a
function of the personalities of the actors, and
political opportunism, as well as common recog-
nition of long-range community needs.

Portland, Atlanta and Indianapolis illustrate how distinct habits, expectationsand special relationships have developed.

Clear criteria for membership in the Portland Leaders Roundtable have developedin order to assure that members' actions will have maximum influence on communitypolicies and institutional practices. A central tenet of the Portland Roundtablehas been that the interaction of the powerful actors engaged in collaborationwill largely determine the direction of collaboration. Because the Roundtableis intended to promote fast action when it is desired, decisionmaking power isessential for membership and attendance. Consequently, members may not designatestaff to attend in their place. Similarly, a person is not automaticallyentitled to membership in the Roundtable solely by virtue of his or her title.

In Atlanta, Superintendent Crim holds an informal breakfast meeting each month.Participants share and freely explore a range of concerns and interests. It isa critically important means of maintaining informal lines of communication
between educational, business, religious and political leaders.

For the past two years in Indianapolis, major collaboration around youth concernshas consisted of bringing together business, civic, political, school system,and community leaders around the issue of employing disadvantaged youth aged14-21 in Marion County, the Indianapolis Metropolitan area. The collaborativeeffort, Partners 2000, focused on summer jobs for youth, but the structure forcollaborative activities was largely informal. The coalition was not operatedby one organization or identified with one group. Informally, the GreaterIndianapolis Progress Committee (GIPC) -- the private sector advisory arm to theMayor's office -- functioned as an intermediary. GIPC has been called the"glue" for the collaborative endeavor.

Theme *9 Multi-sector partnerships respond to the new
politics of education created by the federal
government's exit from the educational scene.
Shifts in roles of state legislatures and education
agencies have strongly affected metropolitan area
priorities in human resource development.

Iv Louisville, private sector resources are supplanting government largesse.Corporations are currently playing a significant role in providing computereducation. Computers have proliferated throughout the schools because localfirms have contributed equipment and funds. A statewide conference to promotepartnerships between local public schools and community organizations and groupsemphasized compensation for the lack of federal resources through creating linkswith community businesses and agencies. State legislation in Kentucky supporting
the development of school-community partnerships reflects local efforts tocreate new sources of support for local public schools.
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In Portland and Hartford, the Private Industry Council's (PICs) remain the onlysignificant source of funding for employment and training of the economicallydisadvantaged. These Councils, originally formed under Title VII of CETA, havebecome the conduit for funding from the Jobs Training Partnership Act, butwithout collaboration with other institutions and organizations dealing withyouth employment they merely contribute to fragmentation of policies and ser-vices. In both cities, the roles and resources of the PICs have affected andbeen influenced by collaborative activities. The unanimous approval by thePortland City Council of a collaborative decision to consolidate and assign tothe PIC hundreds of thousands of local dollars in sum= youth employment andtraining funds illustrates how collaboration has changed local priorities infunding patterns.

Initially the Saint Louis project attempted through a local Member of the Houseof Representatives to have someone from the Department of Education visit SaintLouis to speak about the implications of A Nation At Risk. Far more significantthan that kind of activity, however, have been visits to the Missouri StateDepartment of Education to acquaint business and other leaders with the natureand significance of state policymaking on local educational policies and prac-tices.

Atlanta's Principals' Institute offers another illustration of a local responseto a problem whose most immediate solutions would previously have been soughtthrough federal funds. The Atlanta Partnership itself has grown in large partbecause of increased awareness among local leaders that resources for addressingthe region's problems are indeed finite, and that there is little that can beexpected in federal funds for new initiatives. As Superintendent Crim expressedit:

Collaboration is going to be of paramount importance in the next five toten years. The Atlanta Regional Commission indicates that human needs inthe metro area are increasing geometrically whiles resources are increasinglinearly. The only solution is for collaboration of both public andprivate resources.

Theme #10 Access to reliable information and the reportingof data are fast becoming critical issues for
collaboration. Data about education/training
institutions, practices and results are not
politically neutral. They are often controversial,
and their collection and dissemination may have
many unexpected effects.

Collaborators need to analyze the possible con-
sequences of disseminating data-based information
and think through the conditions for effective
collaborative decisionmaking. Data-gathering and
decision-making must be undertaken by the right
individuals and organizations, shared among
participants and with the public at the right
times, and by the right people.
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What groups need what kind of information? For what purposes? How essentialfor decisions about education and training -- policies and practices -- arespecific kinds of data? Who gathers, shapes, interprets and reports data?

Such questions are critically important. For example, what political credibilityis at stake for school people in researching pest -high school unemployment ratesof graduates and dropouts? When and in what form should research outcomes bepublicized?

Mc .coLink coordinators found that one major task in collelorative effortsappears to be the development of compatible systems of gathering and sharinginformation systems that effectively communicate to all sectors.

This theme has been insistent throughout the Hartford project. It reflects thefundamental tension at the heart of the collaborative process involving theschool system and other organizations and institutions concerned with youthemployability. Is insistence on confidentiality of all data about studentssimply an exercise of educational and administrative responsibility consistentwith the spirit as well as the letter of the Buckley Amendment? When does itbecome a gatekeeper's tool to defend turf?

Hartford officials found that the best source of information leading to dataessential for tracking the employment records of high school graduates turned outto be classmates. They could track down former students through the grapevinemuch faster and more reliably than others could through institutional channels.This illustratc.1 once again how important interpersonal trust is in achievingresults involving potentially sensitive information.

Theme # 11 Collaboration is affected by a community's "social
memories" of politically traumatic events, ofcr 4troversial, powerbil or widely-trusted andinfluential organizations, institutions, indivi-duals and groups. These shared memories constitute
positive and negative community perceptions of
capacities and trustworthiness which stimulate or
present barriers to multi-sector consensus about
goals, objectives, participants and activities.

It has taken one MetroLink community over five years to recover from the turmoilsurrounding the office of superintendent of schools so that the school system isperceived as stable. Conversely, another MetroLink community has enjoyed such areputation for stable urban institutions of relatively high quality that itoften seems difficuit to mount a case that there are problems serious andpervasive enough to warrant concerted metropolitan efforts to solve them. Stillanother MetroLink community has so increased public confidence in its leadersover the past several years that occasional social turmoil is seen as an aber-ration.
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Communities, through persons in opinion-setting positions, retain memories thatoften span several decades. Past failures, old agendas, and ancient hurts areeasily resurrected. It is an almost universal defense mechanism for leaders tocall up previous trouble spots when new ventures are suggested. This historymust be dealt with before new processes can be developed with widespread support.
Theme *12 In order to pursue long-range goals over time,

multi-sector collaborators must gradually cease to
depend greatly upon individual leaders and must
broaden the capacity and share legitimacy among
organisations and institutions for assuming
leadership and taking action to solve problems.

To "institutionalize" seems like such an attractive catch-all solution, practi-cally eliminating the messy complexities of personalities, turf, shiftingpolitical agendas and change.; in leadership. The term implies that once aspecial organization such as the Atlanta Partnership or Hartford's School/Busi-ness Collaborative (SBC) or Portland's Leaders Roundtable is created to sponsorand coordinate collaboration, the most intractable problems will be over.Leaders interviewed in Saint Louis reflect this view. They claim that a well--established and respected institution designed to foster collaborative activi-ties would redu:e institutional battles over "turf" and would reduce the effectsof unpredictable personalities and political agendas of various leaders. Theview is that "function follows form" -- that is, if the institution for collabor-ation is well established, the rest will follow.

While such an institution may serve this purpose admirably, development of aformal umbrella structure responsible for multi-sector activities is not neces-sarily effective. Such a structure might even inhibit collaboration if it werenot fully recognized among all participants as legitimate and effective -- anadequate and desirable replacement of individually powerful or influentialleaders. The first attempt to create an umbrella structure for mobilizingHartford's community leaders -- the School-Business Collaborative -- was estab-lished precisely to stimulate and oversee multi-sector collaboration. When itfailed to realize its early promise among Hartford's business and communityleaders, it had to be reconstituted.

Perhaps the greatest attraction of institutionalization is stability of leader-ship. Participants in collaboration must constantly deal with the anxiety ofwhether a change of leaders would mean that their accomplishments would collapse.

No one in Atlanta likes to contemplate what might happen if Alonzo Crim leaves inthe near future, yet the Partnership may well be strong enough to sustain itsinfluence without Crim. As Portland's Leaders Roundtable illustrated in itssmooth management of an abrupt transition of mayors, commitment to structures forcollaboration can help them prove to be very resilient.
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Future Possibilities

The possibilities for stimulating collaboration in these and other metropolitanareas around issues of human resource development are plentiful enough thatcommunities can take advantage of a number of opportunities as they arise.Resources within and outside of Metro Link are evident and can be enlisted toassist the d "velopment of collaborative enterprises whenever appropriate.
The Metro Link project created a national network of coordinators whose knowledgeof issues and processes of collaboration is combined with first-hand experiencewith speclic efforts conducted over . period of two years. This network isalready tied to other networks concerned with similar policy issues, effortsto overcome barriers to cooperation, and potential sources of metropolitanleadership.

Characteristics and conditions for nurturing and supporting leadership have beenidentified and developed among the eight sites. Networking, building skills forchange agents, and other processes have also been developed and examined regular-ly through IEL.

One of the main lessons of Metro Link has been that it is practically invaluableto simply gather a number of people who are engaged in continuing efforts tocollaborate so that they can exchange ideas and resources, and discuss theprocess. The opportunity to step back, to reflect on what is happening alongwith others who are undergoing similar experiences afforded the Coordinatorsspecial perspectives that they could and will continue to use.

It is clear that a wide variety of leaders also would benefit crom opportunitiesto exchange ideas, strategies and resources with peers. It is especiallynoteworthy that the percentage of time that Metro Link site coordinators devotedto this work was extremely small in - Nation to its potential effect.

National attention has been focusing intensively for at least two years on thepolicy issues surrounding human resource development. Our understanding ofcollaboration as an extraordinarily effective and probably most cost-effectivemeans of addressing long-range social issues has improved. The most encouragingnews is that an enormous amount of collaborative activity is going on at dif-ferent levels. Even in places where collaboration is not readily apparent, manyresources and potential leaders of effective activities are in place.

We know a great deal now about the skills that promote desirable change ininstitutions that as recently as a decade ago seemed impervious to reform --notably school systems, employment and training agencies, and entrenched politi-cal structures. In many instances where collaboration has not yet accomplishedvisible systemic change, essential elements of significant change are in place:resources for informal as well as formal communication around complex issues, acommunity power base, leaders who can put aside short-range self-interests toidentify mutual interests, public awareness of a clear, important social problem.Ironically cne of the best ways for communities to address their long rangeneeds for human resources is to develop the human resources required to attendto the problem. This means recognizing the need for someone regularly toconcentrate some part of his or her attention on the process of collaboration,
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to devote time and energy toward participation in a network of others who sharethat responsibility, and to consciously address development of calloborativeleadership.

This report itself offers evidence to support a fundamental recommendation --that leaders engaged in collaboration take steps to document the process,assigning someone who is close to the action and has access to Key actors.Ideally the person documenting the process should have opportunities to exchangeideas and reflect with people in similar situations.

There are four future steps for Metro Link. The first is to maintain linkagesamong existing sites of collaborative activities. The second is to identifyother interested sites and enlist their key representatives in a growing network.The third is to enlarge the network by sharing its resources widely with relatednetworks concerned with the same or related issues. The fourth step is tomaintain structures for broad-based communication among all of these participantsto understand and improve the process of collaboration itself.

.1,S
A BO T s NHARTFORD. INDIANAPOLIS. LOUISVILLE. MINNEAPOLIS. PORTLAND. SAINT LOUIS.

Atlanta. Georgia

Atlanta has a reputation for cooperation even in the worst of times. In thesixties, when the civil rights movement reached its peak in confrontationsacross the South, a group of white civic leaders in Atlanta began a campaign ofaccomodation. They called Atlanta the city too busy to hate" and joined localblack leads like Reverezd Martin Luther King, Senior, to remove legal segrega-tion witl sruption. Their slogan captured a spirit that still prevails inAtlanta, trife is bad for business. Today the city of 427,000 -- twothirds black is a financial and commercial boom town, and cooperative effortshave extended into the en-county metropolitan area, whose population hasgrown rapidly over the past two decades to more than two million people. Manymiddle class blacks as well as whites have left for the suburbs, and 28 percentof the city now lives below the poverty line. Large numbers of unemployed
lower-class blacks can show few economic benefits stemming from the politicalgains of the civil rights movement. They can sit down to eat at the PeachtreePlaza Hotel, but they can't r-y the bill. Finally, as in most urban areas, alarge percentage of the poorest people are children.

The city's schools, which were 35 percent white in 1970, have lost more whitestudents than most other major school systems. There are about 12,000 whitestudents in local private schools; 7,000 white students comprise only 6 percentof the public school enrollment. In recent years the challenge facing Atlanta'smetropolitan leaders has been to assure that Atlanta can guarantee all of itschildren a decent public school education.

Since its founding in January of 1981, the Atlanta Partnership of Business &Education, Inc., has drawn national attention as a model for success in enlistingcommunity support of public schools. The Partnership is actually the secondattempt at a "metropolitan cooperative" program. The first, a program sponsoredby Geor "ia State University and the Atlanta Public Schools, pm. ided a summer
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program for gifted youngsters under a grant obtained by the Metro Link coordinatorand Superintendent Crim. Within two years that program had attracted studentsthroughout the metropolitan area. The Metro Link coordinator subsequentlyjoined in expanded more formalized cooperative associations -- Dr. Crim's"Superintendent/Dean's Breakfast Club" (regular meetings with representatives ofhigher education) as well as the Partnership developed to encourage "informedsharing of mutual interests."

The Partnership consists of a formal "network" that includes the businesscommunity, higher education, the public school system and individual citizens --"a community of believers." This community also includes many civic, education-al, parent, religious and political groups. The Schools/Neighborhood ReligiousCoalition, initially focused on improved communication with the school systemand increased child advocacy efforts, has expanded activities to include shelterfor latchkey children, food and clothing banks and tutoring. Student tutorialservices are promoted within the churches, and coordinated with the Partnership.

The central goal of the Partnership is "to improve the quality of life forthe people of our area by improving their educational attainment level." Themajor strategy to reach this goal is through collaborative efforts of privatebusinesses, public schools and higher education (primarily Georgia State Uni-versity). More specifically, the Partnership has sought to raise averagestandardized test scores of students in basic literacy skills at or above thenational norm. The philosophic tdtionale for the Partnership is that in orderfor all of the children in Atlanta to be given the opportunity to have qualityeducation, people whom students perceive as influential must participate activelyin encouraging educational achievement. Students must understand that thosewhoa they respect and admire value learning, and that school pays off in the"real world" of jobs and social mobility.

The goals of the Partnership were highly compatible with the purposes of theMetro Link project. The goals of the Partnership, defined in three Atlantapublications, are educational and economic: to raise mean standardized testscores to the national norm, to enhance the economic development potential ofAtlanta, and to improve the Atlanta standard of living through economic andeducational development. The interests, goals and objectives of the differentparties are therefore both consistent and mutual, and participants were generallycommitted to achieving five objectives of collaboration. These goals included:(1) "Adoption* of all public schools by companies; (2) Development of affirmativeaction/job placement programs for 1000 students in the bottom quartile of thejunior and senior classes; (3) Assembling of an ongoing group representingagencies and organizations to build school-business networks around the use oftechnology in education, including magnet schools; (4) Expansion of studenttutorial/parent-teacher associations; and (5) Establishment of the Metro-AtlantaPrincipals' Institute, including an assessment component based upon the NationalAssociation of Secondary School Principals model for assessment.
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Adopt-A-School currently includes nearly all schools and more than 150 organiza-tions. The Partnership matches identified school needs with business resources.Activities must be student-centered. Dr. Boyd Odom, the Executive Director ofthe Partnership, says, "We must get out of our thoughts the idea that business ishelping schools or that schools are helping business. Our approach is, 'Thereare things we would like to see happen. If we work together we can make themhappen.'"

The affirmative action/job placement program has expanded to include all 20Atlanta city high schools. The Principals' Institute has been created forassessment and training of school principals and the Partnership concepts havebegun to expand into the metropolitan region. The Partnership moved its officeto Georgia State University to signify its independence of major corporatesponsors and of the school system. In addition, the Partnership coordinatesseveral other programs, such as Distinguished Scholars, Work-Study, and aSpeaker's Bureau.

The most visible leader in establishing the Partnership has been Superintendentof Schools Alonzo Crim, who has the trust and confidence of Atlanta business andcommunity leaders. The relationships undergirding the Partnership seem toreflect Dr. Crim's open style of leadership. The partnerships that have de-veloped during his tenure have been based on mutual trust. In particular, Dr.Crim's strategy of exposing bath the strengths and the weaknesses of the schoolsystem to public scrutiny has succeeded in capturing broad support among theleaders of Atlanta's business community.

Collaboration in the metropolitan area includes business chief executive offi-cers, university administrators and faculty, members of metropolitan area boardsof education and superintendents of schools, religious and community leaders.Linkages among these groups have strengthened during the past five years, withcommunity leaders from all sectors participating actively on the Partnershipboard of directors, its board of officers, steering committees, and the acti-vities themselves.

There are 125 senior level public sector individuals and 40 Chief ExecutiveOfficers involved in the Partnership itself, and almost all private sectorparticipants are "for profit." They include large (60%), medium (25%), and small(15%) companies. All told, more than 185 organizations and over 90 religiousgroups are involved.

Dr. Odom maintains and develops new contacts with the various leaders throughoutthe Atlanta community. He works with a Planning Group which includes theMetro Link site coordinator, who is based at the School of Education at GeorgiaState University. The coordinator, during the Metro Link project period, togetherwith two University colleagues in research, has focused upon expanding communi-cation with metropolitan school leaders and upon developing formal workingagreements to plan and implement such projects as the Metro-Atlanta Principals'
Institute.

The stability and future growth of the Atlanta Partnership may depend upon howwell the various leaders come to rely upon this structure as a trustworthy forumfor addressing complex educational and social issues. Ongoing uncertainties
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include grassroots involvement, and public relations with the low-income blackcommunity. The Metro Link coordinator and his colleagues are helping the variousindividuals and organizations in the Partnership to identify and focus --formally and informally on how the Partnership can become such a forum.

Dr. Odom is oltimistic about the future of collaboration in the Atlanta area andelsewhere:

In five to ten years the exception will be sites where collaboration is gattaking place. We are experiencing an exponential growth in knowiedge...Iam encouraged by what I see happening over the country. It used to be hardto find a model, even a bad one. Now that there are partnerships, collabor-ative efforts. in many places. especially since the President picked up onthe idea...

Collaboration needs to be understood by let ders and reinforced in publicschools. Businesses are now having to train employees in things thateducators (schools) should be doing. To develop more community leaders. Ifavor the seminar approach. We need to bring in people who are not inpartnership with those who are and have the group share concepts.

The aims and objectives of the Partnership are conceived to reflect the combinedresources and talents of Atlanta's "believers" a community that has demonstra-ted commitment to sharing expertise and offering other forms of in-kind contribu-tions. The major task of the Partnership is now to assure that the venturewould not collapse if leadership or priorities of existing groups change.

Dr. Crim is convinced that the school system has improved its capacity todeliver instruction because of increasing collaboration over the past fiveyears. "I anticipate continued growth," he says. "This is not a one-shoteffort." He thinks that a focus for future collaboration must be to developleadership:

Leaders of the future have to be taught. Leadership is communication andcollaboration. To borrow from Eisenhower. you can't push a string, youhave to pull it. We have to teach how to gain consensus and cooperation.Internship is also necessary. Present leaders have to take on tie responsi-bility of training other leaders.

It has been said that great people are just ordinary people who pursuedgreat ideas...There are two delibercte approaches to training new leaders.One is through Leadership Atlanta in identifying persons from business andgovernment and make them cognizant of the needs of the community and thecommunity purpose. We have to aid them to give of themselves. Secondly,each institution must take on the notion that leadership is the mostimportant commodity and must come about through deliberate design.

Boston. Massachusetts

It is a fact that Massachusetts generated more new jobs in the past year thanthe Great State of Texas did. Boston itself is undergoing an economic boom thatis pr )viding unprecedented opportunities for every segment of the labor force.
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As women enter the workforce in increasing numbers in the Boston metropolitancommunity, it seems clear that business and industry, education and traininginstitutions, and policymakers must collaborate in order to avoid traditionalworkplace stereotypes, particularly in the growth industries of the eighties andnineties. The Boston area Metro Link project, located in the Office of theMassachusetts Secretary of Economic Affairs (OEA), aimed at addressing issues ofpolicy and practice for reducing and preventing sexual segregation in emergingand growing high-technology occupations, particularly in the metropolitan areasurrounding Boston.

The coordinator noted that in creating the Boston Compact, the Boston communityhad already established a national reputation for cross-sector collaboration andpartnership strategies to address issues of public concern. The Compact, abargain between the school system and the business community, demonstrated thatbusiness and educational leaders could reach consetaus around objectives,policies and desired programmatic changes. The Compact "could serve as avaluable analogue for an effort to address occupational segregation in expandingtechnological industries.

During the earliest stages of the project the coordinator (a former educator whowas then a legal intern within the Office of the Secretary), identified specificareas where data-gathering and analysis essential tools for policy formationand program planning have been practically non-existent in this rapidlygrowing field.

The coordinator sought to develop a cross-sector policy development effortfocusing upon some aspect of occupational segregation; improvement in women'semployment is an area of special interest to the Secretary. On the strength ofthe Secretary's endorsement, the coordinator approached staff of the ExecutiveOffice of Economic Affairs (EOEA), individually and in groups, to create aplanning group. She maintained close touch with staff who would cruciallyinfluence such matters as staff *.ime, availability of interns to do research,etc. especially important because the project had been added to an alreadyheavy workload.

Political considerations were important in the earliest stages of this project.Potential direct practical benefits to projects funded under the federal Job?raining and Partnership Act (JTPA) and Bay State Skills programs would avoidthe "Golden Fleece image of impractical research. In seeking a place to locatethe project, the coordinator also tried to preserve an image of neutrality.

Plans for specific applications of new information for policy development wereapproved, and staff clarified project goals and definitions of occupationalsegregation. Decisions on where to locate the project depended on three criteri-a:

1. Ability to address the possibility that research reviews of occupationalsegregation within JTPA would produce limited data and possible resistancefrom colleagues who might feel that the coordinator was monitoring them.
2. The project had to be narrowed to a problem which could be addressed bycross-sector collaboration that would also be visible and innovative.
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An emerging industry had to be selected -- something which has developedbeyond the research and development stage, where workforce trends can beidentified and examined.

Two simultaneous events helped planning staff focus on microelectronics. First,the fiscal manager and the senior staff manager for policy and research agreedon the priority of this project. This fiscal manager agreed to assign anddirect research by a junior staffer. Second, the press highlighted analysis ofthe impact of high-tech upon employment in Massachusetts, and the Secretary ledpublic controversy about interpretation of statistics. A formal response statedthat high technology employment is for more significant in Massachusetts than inmost other states, and that there is a much higher concentration of professional
and technical workers in Massachusetts than the U.S. data indicate. Furthermore,the Undersecretary stated that the Metro Link project could create a good imagehelping to stimulate cross-sector collaboration between industry and govern-ment to improve women's employment.

The main long-range strategy was to promote further understanding of strategiesused by firms successful in retaining women in non-traditional occupationscurrently dominated by men, and to explore possibilities for integration wheretraditional jobs are strongly male or female. A new "high-tech" industry wasdefined as one involved in research and development of new knowledge-basedtechnologies where jobs are still being defined and career patterns are stillflexible and undeveloped. The research was designed to generate policy data fortwo purposes: first, to encourage industry to identify jobs that will begenerated and to develop sex-integrated career ladders and sex-neutral hiringand promotion practices; and second, to design and develop education, employmertand training programs reflecting industrial projections of jobs so that womenmight take advantage of emerging work opportunities.

The project was designed around two phases: first, research and analysis;second, planning seminars that would involve meetings with key policymakers inthe targeted industry, education, government, employment and training. EOAsought to focus on an industry in which affirmati- e intervention and influence
on the development of a stable, integrate.; workforce would be feasible. The mostreasonable type of industry would be one in the development stage, where anoccupational spectrum or hierarchy could be clearly discerned. The potentialimpact of research and development applications on projected employment was seenas an especially rich area to explore. An unknown: how receptive would indus-trial policymakers be to collaboration, negotiation and policy development toincrease women's entry into and retention in the full spectrum of industrial jobclassifications? Indeed, how willing would they be to share potentially contro-versial aata?

A questionnaire for a sample of area microelectronics firms was created for
distribution and analysis in spring of 1985. A workplan prepared in Februaryfocused on the strategy for completing the research phase. A staff intern wasassigned to the coordinator one day per week to develop a mailing list ofmicroelectronics firms and to prepare a final draft of the survey instrument.
The instrument was prepared in close consultation with the agency's researchstaff and the Secretary, and mailing materials were reviewed thoroughly in order
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to assure a clean, manageable set of materials capable of eliciting responsesfrom industry.

The mailing was sent on March 1, 1985 to 75 Greater Boston microelectronicsfirms -- practically every firm in the area. The mailing included a coverletter from the Secretary, the survey instrument, a statement of purpose of thesurvey, and a brief description of the project. Confidentiality for responseswas strongly emphasized.

At the same time, the Boston press carried a series of articles about gendersegregation, particularly the bottleneck for women in high tech jobs. TheBoston Globe, data presented a disturbing profile and stated that men's salariesrise over the years of employment, while women's salaries "remain flat and go
down." Furthermore, *Women in high technology do poorly in promotions."

There were only two completed responses returned by the response date. Phonecalls to the firms requesting that the survey 1:m completed resulted in about 20direct refusals to participate in any surveys. Fourteen firms that said they didnot recall the materials were sent a second set. In the end, of the sevensurveys that were completed, only two were sufficiently complete to yieldhelpful data.

Several firms stated that they thought OEA was doing an affirmative actionfollow-up. The coordinator speculated that perhaps the study would have beenperceived more neutrally if there had been a private sector base. The micro-electronics industry is in great flux, hungry for ideas and talent. Many firmsare small and new. High turnover of the workforce may be a normal response tomarket pressures for innovation and new products. The high turnover of women mayreflect the numerous options available to them. Mobility may benefit women'sprogression in careers and companies themselves, especially when internationalmarkets force rapid fluctuation. If this is true, then inquiries about rates ofretention in the workforce would have low priority.

Limited as the responses were, they were informative. For example:

o The length of employment for men and women was relatively short (two tothree and a half years) and was comparable.

o Percentages confirmed the small number of women in higher workforce eche-lons.

o Programs and policies did not target women; companies stressed overallretention of all employees through training, monitoring programs, benefits,opportunities for advancement, excellent working conditions.

o One major firm reported effective use of women's networks in hiring; 77% of
referrals .'ere for engineers and other technical professions.

o Programs to accomodate special needs of women included a corporate childcare center nearby; personnel policies that included gender- neutral poli-cies; an open-door policy to ensure communication between supervisors andemployees, and a work environment free from sexual harassment.
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Hartford. Connecticut

Despite its prosperous appearance and its reputation as the insurance capitol of
the nation, Hartford, Connecticut is the fourth poorest city (per capita) in the
United States, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The contrast between theimage of Hartford and its neighborhood communities is especially startlingbecause Hartford is booming economically. Office development has added nearlythree million square feel of office space in the last two years. The area is
expected to generate over 70,000 jobs in the next few years. By 1990, openingswithin a total employment of 491,000 will be 127,000. In the past four years,
there has been an increase of 10,000 people employed in the financial, insuranceand real estate industries currently about 70,000.

Hartford, in essence, is a tale of two cities: a daytime city of economic boomand a nighttime city of poverty, unemployment and underemployment. Despitepredictions of shortages of both entry-level and skilled workers in the regionfor the next 20 years, large numbers of city residents -- particularly the blackand Hispanic residents which respectively comprise 40 percent and 25 percent ofHartford's population too frequently find themselves unable to participate inthe labor market expansion created by the region's economic growth. A recentstudy of the structural unemployment in the Hartford Labor Market Area (HLMA)conducted by the Community Council of the Capitol Region estimated that there
are 35,000 unemployed or underemployed individuals in the region who could
benefit from employment and related services.

Demographic data about Hartford's poor and unemployed generated during the
course of the Metro Link project illustrate this city of contrasts:

o Approximately 55 percent of the unemployed in the HLMA -- almost 20,000
people, and more than 62 percent of Hartford's General Assistance recipientsantt :: percent of AFDC recipients participating in the Work Incentive
Program (WIN) lack a high school diploma.

o More than half of the Hartford area unemployed who seek to enroll in skillstraining programs funded by the Jobs Training Partnership Act (JTPA) must
be turned away because they cannot read, write or compute well enough toenter training.

o Almost 46 percent of the 16-19 year-olds in Hartford who are no longer in
school left school prior to graduation and are now unemployed.

o More than 95 percent of the students enrolled in the city's three public
high schools are minorities.

o 58 percent of Hartford public school students are from households receivingwelfare benefits.

o MI-re than 20 percent of Hartford public school students are enrolled in
bilingual classes, 10 percent in special education programs, and 33 percent
in compensatory or remedial instruction.
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One key public policy question in Hartford is who will benefit from the region'seconomic vitality. How will current city residents become better educated andtrained for this emerging prosperity? And how will the public school systemprepare its graduates for the increasingly sophisticated needs of Hartford'sfinancial institutions?

There are three groups addressing Hartford's efforts to deal with human resourcedevelopment and the spectrum of education, training and employment: the GreaterHartford Chamber of Commerce, the Private Industry Council (NC), and the Cityof Hartford's Employment Development Agency.

The Metro Link coordinator, the Vice President for Human Resource Development forthe Chamber, has been instrumental in helping the business community and thepublic schools to reconstitute collaborative activities that had begun over adecade ago. The Hartford School-Business Collaborative (SBC), in particular,has offered a potentially effective means of planning and carrying out long-rangeefforts involving several groups. The SBC, which began in 1982, was originallyintended to develop strategies to reduce dropout rates and improve students'scores on standardized tests. As most observers would agree, the original SBCset important goals, but organizing to achieve those goals proved difficult andthe business community's attention ebbed over time.

An evaluation of SBC activities was conducted between December, 1983 and March,1984 by an independent organization. Leadership Greater Hartford. The collabora-tive process used to strengthen the SBC exemplified how evaluation data can beused to shape policies and programs.

The original goals of SBC offer a useful reference point in assessing the extentto which interests, goals, and objectives of different participating parties areconsistent and mutual. The evaluation identified six functional areas thatderve attention:

(1) stimulation of new programs,
(2) evaluating and documenting results (the weakest area),
(3) acting as resource-facilitator/broker,
(4) coordination of collaboration (no re.1 role existed),
(5) improving communication (wide agreement was evident), and
(6) providing access to resources outside Hartford.

There was consensus that "there is a deep and genuine interest in workingtoward shared goals;" equally important, "people are just no longer willing togive serious attention to the [non-substantive] work plan outlined two yearsago? (The Mission Statement of 1982 was "to support and optimize basic educa-
tion in Hartford Public Schools, K-12, with specific emphasis on increasingyouth employability." Typical specific objectives: (a) to increase the numberof businesses in teacher partnership programs from 0 to 2; (b) to add one schoolto the one school engaged in computer assisted instruction.)

The latest phase of the School Business Collaborative -- sometimes called SBC H-- is co-chaired by the Superintendent of the Hartford Public Schools and aprominent Hartford corporate executive who had also been a school board presidentin a neighboring Connecticut town. The President of the Greater Hartford
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Chamber of Commerce, together with the co-chair of the SBC, and the Vice Chairof the Human Resource Development Department, serve as links to the Chamber'sBoard of Directors, and, hence, the business community. The Metro Link coordina-tor placed top priority on the linkage because all major stakeholders who weremissing from the original group (SBC I) even representatives from the Gover-nor's Office and the State Department of Education -- were included. In additionto Chamber members (primarily decisionmakers in the human resource developmentarea), the SBC includes school system administrators, city and state officials,and representatives of parents' organizations, labor unions and foundations.
Major strengths established at the outset of the effort included decisions thatthere would be no representation by substitutes at meetings, there would be aformal membership selection process, and that standards for attendance at SBCmeetings would be strictly enforced.

Eager to avoid spreading its resources too thinly, the group settled on theissue of youth employment as a focus for reorganization. Through the use of aprfessional third-party group facilitation form which used a collaborativewoblem solving method (reaching "consensus" posed the first obstacle for thenewly-constituted group to overcome) SBC II launched its latest evolution inJanuary, 1985.

The mission statement of the SBC defines its primary purpose as ensuring thatentry-level employment opportunities are available to all graduates of theHartford Public Schools (HPS) who have met or surpassed competency standards for"work-readiness." Toward that end, the SBC has worked with the Hartford PublicSchools (HPS) to implement programs designed to help Hartford youth attain thesecompetency standards.

The outstanding visible result of this new brand of collaboration has been theSchool-to-Work Transition Project, an innovative joint effort launched in March,1985 to assist job seeking members of the HPS class of 1985. With a $60,000start-up grant from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, two employmentspecialists (hired as Chamber staff) were placed in each of the city's threepublic high schools to provide career assessment, testing, referral and placementservices to the job-seeking seniors considered to be "at risk" of long-termunemployment. The School-to-Work project linked , .. results of prior youthconferences, sponsored by the PIC, and other initiatives in an intensive effortto address a clear need demonstrated by the in-depth graduate follow-up study ofthe HPS Class of 1984. This study found that 20 percent of the Class of '84 wasunemployed or underemployed.

The pilot phase of the School-to-Work project lasted from March to June, 1985.By November, 1985, the School-to-Work staff succeeded in placing more than 60percent of the program participants in full-time employment and achieved anoverall positive termination rate of almost 80 percent. Over 40 firms in theHartford area hired the School-to-Work graduates.

From the perspective of the Metro Link coordinator, the School-to-Work pilot isseen as an overwhelming success achieved in a brief period of time. The reasonsfor this success are numerous:
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o The excellent working relationship between SBC staff and the HPS; despitemany problems, these various personnel weathered many storms together;
o The high degree of cooperation between the program's employment specialistsand each high school's guidance and youth employment staff;
o The support and technical assistance from the youth employment division ofthe school system;

o The ready availability of funds needed to implement the pilot phase of theprogram;

o The caliber of employment specialists;

o The direct involvement and commitment of local employers; finally, andperhaps most importantly,

o The School-to-Work program filled an obvious gap in the services availableto job-seeking seniors.

The Metro Link coordinator also stressed that the pragmatic leadership of the SBCco-chairmen and their sound working relationship aided the project' success.The School-to-Vkrk project was also adopted as a Community Action Project byparticipants in the American Leadership Forum, a group of top executives inHartford who provided a wide array of support services, as well as numerousjobs, for School-to-Work participants.

The first full-year cycle of the School-to-Work program began in September,1985, with over 300 job-seeking seniors in the Class of '86 participating. The1985.86 program specifically recruited those students in the lowest quartile oftheir class who have not been receiving services from other employment-relatedprograms.

In February, 1986, a new dimension was added to the School-to-Work program.With a second grant from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, stipendswill be available for after-schoz,1 jobs in the public and non-profit sectors.Placement of about 75 of the nearly 300 participating students in after-schooljobs is an important component, for it reflects research showing that the bestpredictor of a young person's ability to find, secure and keep a job is priorwork experience.

In 1986, the SBC staff is working with staff at one of the city's middle schoolsto implement Project SAVE, an employment-oriented program for eighth graders whoare deemed most likely to drop out of school.

The outcome of all these coordinated efforts is to build on the focused successof "SBC II" and create a sturdy bridge for sigh risk students making the transi-tion from school to work.

Indianapolis. Indiana

Indianapolis is a city whose quiet but steady growth has not until -ecently
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included large scale youth employment programs. The initiative called Partners2000 was the first n'! for collaborative effort in the Indianapolis-Marion Countyarea that attempted to deal with long-range problems affecting at-risk youth.While its fundamental goal was to place disadvantaged Marion County youth insummer job experiences, another purpose was to explore the nature tlf cross-sectorcollaboration in the Indianapolis area. A great der I of effort and attentionwas therefore devoted to evaluation of the process as well as the results over atwo-year period.

The Metro Link coordinator is the Executive Director of the Greater IndianapolisProgress Committee (GIPC) -- a non-profit, bipartisan advisory group to themayor's office and sponsoret: oy the business community. When GIPC created itsSubcommittee for the Employment Opportunities Task Force, its main purpose wastwofold: first, to provide summer jobs, and second to involve business people inaddressing a long-range issue, unemployment among disadvantaged youth, many ofwhom are minorities. The broader mission to "develop an apparatus that willmaximize employment opportunities" for youth long-term was endorsed by represen-tatives from the Private Industry Council, the school system, the City ofIndianapolis and the Chamber of Co -..aerce.

For the past two years Partners 2000 has joined leaders from business, theschool system and the larger community to address the problem of high unemploym-ent among disadvantaged youth throughout the Indianapolis-Marion County area.The rationale for this effort was that early exposure to the world of work isimportant in forming youths' realistic expectations of the labor market andtheir personal responsibilities in employer-employee relationships. The projectalso stressed that successful transition between school and work dependedgreatly upon prior work experience. The premise of the program design was thatsummer employment cannot be merely a temporary job; it must augment a youth'sformal educational experiences w th an experiential learning environment.
Therefore the program objectives included much more than placement of disadvan-taged youth. Additional objectives were, for example:

o To reward youth for remaining in school;

o To expose participants to needed information for making informed anddeliberate choices about immediate and future employment and education;
o To use existing community expertise in developing a well-organized programdesign by involving major orgr nizations and institutions representingseveral secrors;

o To establish a zru,ad program approach which will result in successfulcommunity linkages, administrative systems and program procedures whichwill serve is the basis for future summer and year-round youth programoperations.

In other words, the process goals of Partners 2000 hat: high priority from theoutset of the effort. The structure for collaboration was largely informal, forthe coalition was never operated by one organization or identified with onegroup. GIPC served as an intermediary and was able to maintzin a relatively
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neutral posture because of its 20-year operating history, nonprofit status andadvisory role.

While all accepted the initial concept of specific roles for each organization,a number of issues persisted. For example, participants had to work out whetherthe roles GIPC described in the concept paper were acceptable to each organiza-tion in actual practice. For example, should the roles of GIFC and the Chamberbe confined to endorsement and giving advice, or should they include operationas well?

Certain issues persisted. The most apparent was who would pay fur the program.This issue, though, reflected a larger problem in reaching common definitions ofthe roles and responsibilities among participants. Among the troublesome areasof planning were problematic staff relationships, a lack of group definition ofsuccess, lack of consensus building, and a lack of flexibility in exploringpossibilities.

Many of these problems were resolved in the period following the 1984 summerprogram but were seen as symptomatic of an underlying issue: "Is one organizationultimately responsible for the actions of all others and the success of theprogram?"

Disagreement about the definition of success, for example, could be traced tocontrasting views of the extent of community involvement versus qualified data:numbers of businesses and students participating, number of youth hired.Tensions around the issue of "success" hindered consensus building. Relatedissues concerned timely communication of information, the goal of the privatesector, and the relationship of the Indianapolis Public Schools to the othersystems within Marion County.

The performance of the partnership in placing over 3,000 disadvantaged youngpeople in summer job experiences (1,000 more than the original goal) testifiesto the growing strength of the private sector involvement ;n enabling thepartnership to succeed. Particularly noteworthy is the system called Job Net,designed for soliciting employers to participate in Partners 2000. Based onanalysis of the results in solicitation of employers of all sizes and types inthe first year, the project refined its system into a proposal to institutional-ize the procedures. The result was a permanent data base of Indianapolis areaemployers and their history of participation in Partners 2000. A relatedobjective was to build Job Net's volunteer support functions within existingstaff of the Indianapolis Alliance for Jobs, GIPC, and the Chamber of Commerce.

In the second year, Job Net was integrated into the Chamber and was expanded inorder to coordinate all solicitation, eliminating duplicate contacts of employ-ers, allowing for common use of sales material and combining inechanisirs to trackjob pledges. Consultants coordinated the volunteers in a "three-tier" structure.The three "tiers" were: (1) Renewal of 1984 employers, (2) Creation of a volun-teer solicitation network, and (3) Partners 2000 staff phone solicitation. Eachtier was composed of specific tasks and responsibilities, including time-lines.

Student recruitment and intake, job matching and placement, marketing and publicrelations were assessed through an evaluation process that included incorporation
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of evaluation strategies in the program design, inclusion of an independentevaluator in all relevant planning stages and exposure of the evaluator to theparticipants and employers to gain understanding of their experiences. In depthcase studies of selected participants were also conducted.

The final evaluation cf Partners 2000 1985 expands upon the 1984 judgement thatthe program was highly effective:

It is likely that the summer of 1984 will be remembered as the time whenIndianapolis youth employment turned the corner on programmatic e f fective-ness...What was accomplished...serves as a prototype not only for how thepotential of youth employment can be developed in this city, but as adramatic example nation-wide for the potential of the Job Training Partner-ship Act in facilitating youth development...

The theme of the 1985 evaluation is consistent:

It is astonishing, indeed. that 3.040 students had meaningful work experi-ence. Even more astonishing was the fact that every eligible student underthe JTPA guidelines could have had a job if they wanted it.

The main reason for the program's success, confirmed repeatedly in comments fromstudents and employers, was the "diligence of the Partners 2000 staff" combinedwith that of the general support of the Alliance for Jobs and the PIC. i heexperience of the MetroLink coordinator over two years, however, reveals that amajor task was to bring harmony between the NC and the public school system.The underlying conflict involved how to identify eligible students. The PICtook the major initiative by selling the program widely under its own banner andresisted having the schools heavily involved in the partnership. The relation-ship improved when school officials permitted greater access to students byoutside agencies under the auspices of a neutral party.

Th.; school system in the second year agreed to be the liaison to the countyschool systems in order to reach youth outside the city limits.

Planning for the 1986 program will be conducted by the Alliance for Jobs. Theconsultants for the program are packaging the program in the form of "JobNetU.S.A," a for - profit venture to market the successes in other cities.

Louisville. Kentucky

Jefferson County, Kentucky, which includes Louisville, is a metropolitan areawhich has only just begun to develop its potential resources for cross-sectorcollaboration. The recent developments must be viewed in light of the eventssince 1974, when the Louisville City School Syzvem and the Jefferson CountySchools were ordered to desegregate. In 1975, a merger between the two schooldistricts divided the community.

The merged board was also split, staff morale and the performance of the schoolswere extremely low for several years under successive former superintendents.The current superintendent, Dr. Ingwerson, was hired in 1981.
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Although a tax increase for schools failed at the polls, confidence in thesuperintendent increased with the visibility of his activities to inform andinvolve the community with the schools. For example, the superintendent organ-ized a day-long seminar, beginning with breakfast and including visits tospecific schools and ending with a social hour for discussion of school needs.The seminar included business leaders, the Jefferson County Teachers Association,university officials, local and state officials, and media. The attitude ofmajor community leaders toward the school system improved from that date onward.

The superintendent and staff met regularly with groups that had expressedconcern and support. The Junior League, for instance, offered financial andvolunteer support of individual schools, conducted a survey of 50 chief executiveofficers, and publicized exemplary school projects. This project identifiedleaders willing to devote time and energy to school improvement. The goal wasto recruit assistance in the form of expertise, funds and °tint material re-sources, management, and training on behalf of school improvement, and to fosterongoing dialogue between the schools and private sector groups.

Project momentum slowed during the spring of 1985 because of system-wide diffi-culties involving court-mandated pupil re-assignments. However, the policies andbasic themes of collaboration were unaffected.

The superintendent and school board established the goals for addressing issuesand formed a planning committee. They hired a consultant and developed a planfor projects ranging from work-study to computer-assisted instruction. Theyalso decided to match one or more businesses with each elementary, middle andhigh school (a total of 153) in partnerships. A booklet of guidelines was sentto each principal.

Superintendent Ingwerson brought into his administration as a special assistantin charge of school/business partnership activities a person who had been onleave from the Jefferson County Public Schools to work with the Kentucky StateDepartment of Education. This person became the Metro Link coordinator for theLouisville area. He met with the elementary school principals as a group andindividually to discuss the School/Business Partnership effort.

The coordinator discovered that there were many more activities connectingschool with community resources than anyone realized. He found that untilsomeone took the responsibility (in this case to document activities for Metro-Link) to assess the development of cooperative activities in the schools, muchof the information about partnerships and other forms of assistance tc theschools remained impressionistic with little solid common information.

The responses of the business community and civic organizations have reflectedgoals established by the Board of Education. In 1982, the Jefferson CountyBoard of Education committed the school district to helping each student become"computer-literate." This commitment required that computer laboratories beestablished in every school. Humana, Inc., took the lead among local privatesector firms to pilot a computer program designed to enhance elementary classroominstruction.
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David A. Jones, Humana's Chairman and CEO, explained the dual purposes of thecompany's donation of 5150,06) to equip the Roosevelt-Parry Elementary Schoolwith 75 computers. He stressed that in addition to promoting computer literacy,the contribution was intended to encourage widespread community action to helpthe schools improve:

This isn't merely a contribution -- it's an investment in the future of ourcity. We believe that...e fficient use of computers now have the potentialto provide high quality education in our schools...We hope that our supportin this important project will create a success story that will encouragethe entire community to get involved in improving the quality of education.

The Gheens Foundation provided $680,000 for retraining teachers and schooladministrators. The school board, encouraged by the program, approved a plan toraise between $4-$5 million to equip all public schools with computers.

The business community would not be willing to provide significant materialsupport for the school system if it did not have confidence in the superinten-dent. Once the superintendent became accepted among top leaders in Louisville,it was possible to justify extraordinary support. Various businesses andorganizations made substantial grants several in the $50,000 to $.75,000 range-- to support various experiments to improve academic performance.

The preliminary findings of the Roosevelt-Parry pilot program exceeded projec-tions. The Ad II Committee proposed The New Kid in School, a summer publicitycampaign that included radio and television public service announcements,billboard displays throughout the city and press releases. The Jefferson CountyPublic Education Foundation agreed to receive corporate and individual donations,
to monitor expenditures and to assist fund raising.

Enthusiasm for The New Kid in School grew through the winter of 1984-85. TheBoard of Education approved the 60-20-20 partnership proposal for computereducation in the district's elementary schools. Sixty percent of the computerfunding would be sought from corporations. The elementary schools, through thelocal support of PTAs and community groups, would contribute 20 percent of thetotal cost. The school district would supply the remaining 20 percent from itsgeneral fund.

Seven months later, $1,435,909 had bcen committed to The New Kid in Schoolprogram. The goal was to reach 4.4 million by 1987-1988. Eighty elementaryschools had submitted letters indicating that they had raised or would soonraise their share of the cost of eight, sixteen, or thirty-two unit computerlabs.

This project was one of several examples of increased public-private sectoractivities. A school-to-individual business model initiated by Louisville'sJunior League was replicated in more than thirty schools. It was sponsored byNew Foundations in Education, an arm of the Jefferson County Public EducationFoundation. That one-year project has been incorporated under a partnershipumbrella provided by the Foundation and the Louisville Chamber of Commerce.
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Louisville has also helped stimulate the state legislative initiative to fosterpartnership agreements across the state. These partnerships enlist small andmedium-sized businesses, community groups, religious organizations and institu-tions, and governmental and social scrvice agencies in helping local publicschools. Statewide, the Jefferson County Public Schools and the JeffersonCounty Public Education Foundation have also influenced partnership development.
in 1984, the Foundation contracted with the Education Cabinet of Governor MarthaLayne Collins to coordinate Strengthening Partnerships Between School andCommunity, In December, 1984, this project drew 600 people from 120 schooldistricts to the first Governor's Partnership Conference and resulted in dozensof active partnerships across the state. The Jefferson County Public Schoolssecured a contract to follow up the conference.

As the school system recovers from the effects of a difficult and prolongedperiod of turmoil and absence from leadership, there has been increased positivefocus on the schools and a more systemic involvement of the business community insupporting public education. Elements of cross-sector collaboration are defi-nitely present.

Minnennolis. Minnesota

This Metro Link site, whose coordinator is located in the Minneapolis Mayor'sOffice, originally included both Minneapolis and Saint Paul, "twin cities" thatconstitute the core of a seven-county metropolitan area with a population ofover two million.

Minneapolis, which has a population of 370,000, is the younger and larger of thetwo, having grown around an industrial base of food products (General Mills,International Multifoods, Cargill, and the Pillsbury and Peavey companies),technology (Honeywell and Control Data), retail (Payton Hvdson), and insurance(Lutheran Brotherhood, Northwestern National Life and American Hardware Mutual).
Throughout the city's history, these and other home-based companies haveattracted attention for their enlightened community interest. William Ouchi, inhis book The M-Torm Society, which compares Minneapolis' cooperative style withthat of Japanese corporate management, praises the city for its "social memory:"corporate good deeds are highly appreciated here, he points out, and corporategood citizenship is long remembered.

Whether this indicates a future of cooperative effort, however, has been broughtinto question because of business consolidations and the arrival of new CEO'sfrom "outside." A recent study by the Minnesota Project on Corporate Responsi-bility -- a business-financed endeavour -- notes that new leadership so farappears to endorse the strong tradition of community consciousness.

Saint Paul, on the other hand, has different ethnic and religious origins and agovernment different in both style and form from that of Minneapolis. With apopulation of 267,000, its government, school system, newspapers, and eventelephone book are separate from those of Minneapolis. There is little communi-cation between the cities' offices. Saint Paul has a "strong mayor" form ofgovernment, while the Minneapolis Mayor and City Council Members attempt to work
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together as equal partners in a structure that some describe as a "weak-mayor/
weak-council," with no concentration of formal power.

The two cities also sit amid 139 city and 50 suburban township governments, manyof which have their own school systems and corporate centers.

With these differences and a longstanding absence of close working relationships,making and keeping good contact for the Metro Link project proved difficult. Ontwo different occasions, staff changes in the Saint Paul Mayor's Office elimi-nated the contact person, removing easy access to that office. In addition,just as Metro Link began to take shape, the long-time Saint Paul Superintendentresigned, signaling a major preoccupation within that school system as itsearched for and started adjusting to new leadership. Therefore, while theSaint Paul business people, educators and two different Mayor's aides partici-pated in planning the initial project concept a conference intended to havefollow-up activities Saint Paul's participation in this project was marginal.

The Metro Link coordinator expedited extensive planning efforts for collaborationintended to address the employability of at-risk youth and the area's laborneeds. There were several false starts.

The idea of a seminar series based on the model of IEL's State Education PolicySeminars program was attractive, and over a period of weeks it took the form ofplanning a conference involving representatives from several sectors and focusingupon the hard-to-employ. A central concern was the quality of preparation forentry into the Minneapolis metropolitan labor force.

The initial plan was to convene a group of policy makers for a seminar designed
to improve communication and develop planning strategies in Twin Cities educa-tion/employment partnerships. These would include a variety of people "with thepower and desire to make things happen" representatives of business, schools,
foundations, Chambers of Commerce, mayors' offices, Twin City councils, StateDepartment of Education, legislators, and organized labor.

Planning topics revolved around unemployed youth or secondary school youth "atrisk of not having sufficient job-preparation and job-holding skills to succeedin the world of work." Planners considered broadening the focus to include jobretraining for adults, preparing qualified employees for jobs in high-techindustries, and merging planning operations with the University of Minnesota,which was scheduling a fall conference on basic skills and the workforce, an
opportunity which would bring in additional resources from both legislative and
administrative branches of state government, and the academic community.

A seminar approach was expected to help join varied sectors together with citygove:nment people, a need especially evident in Saint Paul. Meanwhile, theMetro Link coordinator worked with University of Minnesota staff, whose fourstated goals and potential outcomes from a conference changed markedly over aperiod of three months. The coordinator struggled to keep the group on trackwith the second of these goals, namely, "to bring together public and privatesector decision-makers in round table discussions and help establish somemechanism for cooperation between public and private agencies with an interestin training.:
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The coordinator found it difficult to judge the degree of commitment exhibitedby participants to accomplish goals: much depended upon which participants andwhich goals.

Planning was slow for the University's fall conference on basic skills. Thecoordinator sensed no progress through January and February. Different stylesof planning between the academic and the business world became evident. Forexample, representatives of the Mayor's office had to persuade universityplanners that business people are not willing to attend endless meetings aroundvague intentions to plan a conference. We need to meet with the bunch of themand ask them what such a conference could do for them.* There was also disa-greement about the definition of "basic skills.*

In September, 1984, the Mayor's Office and the University of Minnesota finallyco-sponsored a metropolitan zonference on *Basic Skills and the Workforce.*Speakers includcd the president of the University of Minnesota, the majorityleader of the Minnesota Senate, the Vice President of Employee Relations forDayton Hudson, and the president of the Minnesota AFL-CIO. The keynote speakerwas Harold (Bud) Hodgekinson, a senior associate at IEL and nationally recognizedanalyst of demographic trends for public and private sector planning.

A 40-persou roundtable working session was developed within the conference andfocused on at-risk youth. The roundtable generated a broad range of idea forpossible initiatives on which the larger community could cooperate. Thissession was intended to kick off a sustained collaborative effort the areaMetro Link project.

The project that was envisioned in the session included continuing involvementof the Saint Paul and Minneapolis Mayors' offices, state government officials,the University of Minnesota, business and labor leaders, community organizationleaders, and public school educators. Minorities were significantly representedin all activities. Major topics included educational and training needs ofunemployed urban youth and the structurally unemployed, of workers being re-trained for high-technology industries, and of workers in manufacturing indus-tries facing decline.

The Mayor's office assigned responsibility for follow-up of the at-risk youthroundtable session within the conference to MCBEA the Minneapolis CommunityBusiness Employment Alliance, many of whose members were involved in the round-table. MCBEA is a non-profit alliance of business, education, labor, communityand government representatives which the Mayor had appointed to address problemsof the hard-to-employ residents of Minneapolis. Rather than deliver services,however, MCBEA is a planning group to identify resources and needs, provide aforum to develop community initiatives and increase community commitment toaddressing complex issues of structural unemployment.

However, having identified the need for a continuum of services from birth toage 19 to prevent unemployability, MCBEA suddenly set a new organizationalpriority on early childhood education and parenting. Consequently the :ollow-upstructure planned prior to the 1984 conference was *put on hold" for laterimplementation.
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Meanwhile, the Mayor, formerly a liberal Member of the U.S. House of Representa-tives, came to the conclusion that it was important to install a mechanism for
"institutionalizing" change because too many approaches to solving unemploymentwere 'here today and gone tomorrow." At his urging, the state legislaturepassed enabling legislation whi h allowed, under a joint powers act, the forma-tion of a Youth Coordinating ward for the City. This Board was to consist ofthe heads of city government, board of education, county government (whichincludes juvenile court), the library, and the parks and recreation department.Staff for the board were hired in January, 1985. Advisory to the Board is acoordinating council for youth, a youth agencies group that the superintendentof schools has asked the Mayor to establish.

Although Minneapolis is unlikely to be viewed nationally as a city in crisis(the unemployment rate, for example, is 4.3 percent), danger signs such asteenage pregnancy and minority school enrollment (40 percent) are growing. Onefifth of the school population attends non-public schools; 40,000 are enrolledin the public schools.

In the late seventies, concerns of citizen groups resulted in school and business
financing of studies of declining enrollment and accountability. Realizing theneed to strengthen the school system, the business community then financeddevelopment of a comprehensive Five Year Plan for 1982-1987. Although implemen-tation is behind schedule, four advisory committees co-chaired by school andbusiness people continue to provide leadership and financing in priority areas.

Many initiatives in Minneapolis are geared to improving employability andemployment of youth. For example:

o A youth work internship program, a partnership involving the City, theschools and the Chamber of Commerce, initiated by the Mayor, has beenimplemented for high school students at risk.

o A transitional work internship program, also a Mayoral initiative, providing
100 one-year slots in a variety of city government jobs for unemployed high
school graduates. The program is intended to encourage private employers
to follow suit.

o Follow-up stucies of all high school graduates (instead of the sample donecurrently) to identify those who have been unable to find jobs. A resourcehoused at the Mayor's office, the Neighborhood Employment Network, will beavailable to help them.

o The Private Industry Council took action to require both summer and year-round work-study jobs to be based upon participants' academic performance;
participants must do well in remedial programs to "earn" paying jobs.

o The Pillsbury Company, United Way and city government are partners insetting up a youth services corporation to finance small community service
projects proposed by groups of youth. (At the request of the PortlandMetro Link coordinator, planning documents were made available by the
Minneapolis site.)
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These initiatives comprise a diverse lot of activities that have yet to bepulled into a coherent whole. The efforts and interests of those concerned seemfragmented, the programs and policies seem diffuse. The Mayor's spt.zial Stateof the City message delivered in January, 1986, challenged the community tocollaborate on a 20-year plan to alleviate problems experienced by young peopleand to ensure a continually improving city of the future.
Portland. Orenon

Portland is a place where being cooperative is a way of life. A New Yorkerarticle about Portland describes the attitude of its residents in the form ofillustrative minor observations: a derelict, having finished off his bottle,wanders out of his way to place it in a trash barrel; a woman crumples a ciga-rette package, looks around in vain for a trasL can, then opens her purse andtucks the package away.

Portland has not escaped challenges by parents, teachers, administrators andstudents who question seriously the performance of programs in public education.The Portland Public School System, the largest school district in the state,enrolls approximately 51,000 students. There are 10 high schools (grades 9-12),63 Pre-kindergarten-8 facilities, 16 middle schools (grades 5-8) as well as 12special and alternative schools.

A high rate of youth unemployment in Portland 33.0 percent for ages 16-21 --is disproportionate among minority youth -- 50.5 percent. And while the 16-21age group is only 9 percent of the workforce, it accounts for nearly 22.6percent of all unemployment in the Portland area.

There are five priorities for youth employment and education over the nextseveral years:

(1) Preparing young people for the present and future world of work and linkingtraining to local industry needs;

(2) Reducing youth unemployment;

(3) Ensuring that youth who leave school before graduation are provided withopportunities to attain basic skills necessary for employment;

(4) Creating effective partnerships between key education and employmentinstitutions; and

(5) Consolidating private sector resources, efforts and activities in youthemployment.

The Portland Metro Link project was designed to create a networking structurecombining the resources of the Danforth Foundation /IEL effort with the nationalUrban Network project, which is funded by the Aetna Foundation and operatedthrough Brandeis University's Center for Human Resources. The structure supportscollaboration among the Portland School District, city and county government, theBusiness Youth Exchange of the Chamber of Commerce, the Urban League, private
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corporations, community based organizations, the PIC and small businesses. Itspurpose is to plan and implement programs that prepare youth for employment.

The school district had a long history of career and vocational/technicaltraining, but traditional programs had demonstrated only "traditional" effects,and programs were disjointed. In 1983, the school district had redesigned itscareer and vocational-technical education program in light of current knowledgeabout connecting basic skills and career education. The city government,through its Youth Employment Coordination Council, had begun to explore ways tobuild cooperative relationships among private and public sector agencies through-out Portland. The Urban League also sought involvement in joint efforts toimprove and coordinate resources for youth employment.

The business community, through the Chamber of Commerce, formed the RegionalYouth Employment Council, later named the Business Youth Exchange, to bringcoherence to the confusing multitude of individual requests that its membercompanies had been facing. The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation funded a jointproposal to improve existing programs of work experience, career education,pre-employment skill development and job placement through collaborative efforts.

At the heart of the Metro Link project is a group called the Leaders Roundtable.It is composed of major business leaders, civic leaders, the Mayor, a citycouncil member, a county commissioner, and the superintendent of schools.

The rationale for the Urban Network Project was that youth employment is largerthan any one agency or group of agencies can successfully address. A collabora-tive approach to problem-solving was intended to coordinate diverse programs toserve youth, focusing initially on a group of in-school youth, with specialattention to early-leavers. The Project was intended to provide these youngpeople with pre-employment skills and knowledge enabling them to make informed
career choices, compete in finding jobs, and succeed as employees in those jobs.

The four long range goals are:

(1) to improve the ability of cross-sector participants to collaborate on youthemployment activities;

(2) to develop an ongoing system to help high school graduates find jobs;

(3) to contribute to an increased understanding of the world of work amongstudents and teachers; and

(4) to support the public schools' efforts to offer all students equal accessto work preparedness and increase their appreciation of the importance of
basic skills for work.

The short term goal was to assist the school district to implement its new BlueChip and Vo-Tech Education Plan: (a) Career Horizons and Career Explorationprogram for eighth, ninth and tenth grade students, and (b) a placement programfor graduating seniors.

From the outset of the project, all major participants have subscribed to the
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goals of the project but also have had their own agendas. Schools have soughtsupport, funding and resources needed to produce graduates who can read, write,compute, interact with others, think and solve problems; businesses have wantedto participate in development of curricula so that they have employee candidates
who have basic academic skills, knowledge of the requirements of the workplace,and the ability to adapt to change; local government has wanted to reduce crimeand unemployment among youth, and has hoped that youth will become productive,contributing members of the community; finally, the Urban League has beenattempting to improve its image in the total community and has sought to targetprograms for black youth.

Key actors representing the collaborating agencies have been supportive: themayor and one Council member stated their willingness to contribute personaltime to organizing and participating in the Leaders Roundtable. The Superinten-dent has been anxious from the outset to develop and disseminate models for thewhole sc.lool system. Representation among the business community, led by thevice chair of the U.S. Bancorp, Oregon's major financial institution, hasincluded the Portland Chamber of Commerce and 14 adjacent chambers. The BusinessYouth Exchange, composed of staff hired by contributions of members of variouschambers, has been a link with area businesses. The Private Industry Council isalso represented through its chairperson.

A staff planning group has supported the Leaders Roundtable and helped shapeits agenda. The group initially consisted of five individuals. They were theMetro Link Coordinator, who represents the school system to state and localgovernments and reports to the superintendent; a youth employment specialisthired by the school district, who reports to the Career/Vocational EducationDirector; the executive director to the Business Youth Exchange, whose 15-memberboard is funded by the business community; the Director of Youth Services forthe Urban League; and the city's liaison with the school system, who reports tothe City Council and to the Director of the city's Intergovernmental AffairsOffice. This staff group has expanded to add the Director of the PIC, anadministrative assistant from the Mayor's office, an administrative assistantfrom the Council Member's office and the coordinator of five city youth serviceagencies.

The Leaders Roundtable meets quarterly to oversee collaborative plans andactivities. An executive committee meets monthly. Members of the Roundtableagreed not to send stand-ins to meetings because decision-making capacity wasessential to ensure immediate action to implement agreements. Membership on theRoundtable required that people have "reach" in the community; job titles orelected positions did not assure membership.

The lack of negative impact upon the Roundtable of the upset victory of BudClark in the mayoral race illustrates the commitment of the participants to acollaborative process. Yet, there are problems to be overcome. The group ofcollaborating agencies noticeably lacks commitment and involvement from organizedlabor lnd higher education. Five Youth Centers, agencies that are fundedthrough contracts with the city and are perceived as community-based organiza-tions, early on presented a focus for negotiations to resolve conflicts aboutcontracts for youth service and administrative authority. The early attitudesof the Private Industry Council staff toward standards for youth employability
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reflected their roots in CETA-funded social service programs.

The Project focused at first on in-school youth, with special attention toearly-leavers, attempting to provide pre-employment skills and career searchknowledge. The networking structure was both a means for achieving the aims ofthe project and a two-year process goal. Long range aims are to create acollaborative structure to ensure coordinated development and delivery of youthemployment services and to assure that Portland's in-school and out-of-schoolyouth are employat.le.

The Coordinator characterizes his role as catalytic and compares leadershiplinkages on the Roundtable as "coaches and quarterbacks" -- that is, a mutuallyhelpful relationship rather than one in which one group merely carries out thewishes of the other.

The leaders thoroughly indoctrinate other planning group members that theyinvite to serve with them. In three two-hour sessions they bring them up tospeed around issues on the national scene, the local problem, project goals andobjectives, and current elements of the local project.

The Portland Metro Link project has benefited from developments in other Metro Linksites. For example, the Portland and Hartford Metro Link coordinators exchangedinstruments and plans. Specifically, materials used in Hartford's Project 1050,which monitors recent high school graduates' employment and entry into trainingor postsecondary education, were helpful in a related effort in Portland.
It is clear that the collaborative strategy using the Roundtable to lend coher-ence to the diverse programs, agencies, policies and leadership approaches hasmade a difference. For example, this past summer through Roundtable motivation,programs that were previously run and funded separately were joined togetherunder a single administrative agency, and funds were pooled. The schools whichwere providing the basic educational services needed to enhance summer youthemployment increased their efforts to support the joint program. As a result ofRoundtable discussion, top-level decisionmakers were immediately available totake action and $100,000 was transferred by the school system to summer trainingprograms.

This was an historic event in which the collaborative process enabled the schooldistrict, the employment and training administration of the city, the mayor'soffice, the PIC and the five youth service centers to consolidate their programbudgets for summer youth employment. The City Council unanimously approved$350,000 of city general funds combined with funds from the Department ofHousing, community development funds, Water Bureau money and some State Depart-
ment of T.ansportation money to be designated for the summer program and adminis-tered by the PIC. The school district handled basic skills remediation coupledwith summer jobs and a cohort within the PIC program was required to go part-timeto basic skills training classes.

When the new mayor trimmed the city budget, one casualty was a key person on theplanning group for the Roundtable, the city-school liaison. Needed funds tocontinue the work of this person were contributed by the school system and thePIC to compensate for the lack of funds in the mayor's office. Roundtable
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members have suggested using collaboration to address additional issues related
to youth employability, such as dropout prevention issues which are usuallyconfined to a single agency.

The project evolved generally in the way that the Coordinator envisioned it. Anew grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation to support a nine-monthplanning project to create a two-to-three-year work plan is helping to solidifyefforts to implement a comprehensive youth employment systeLl. The strategy isto link all groups that have had continuing roles in youth employment, with theexpectation that through the planning and cooperative work, some agencies willalter the way they operate. For instance, there is no concerted response fromthe business community around jobs; personnel directors and supervisors of entrylevel employees may need training to adjust attitudes and expectations; theschools lack integrated vocational curricula, especially in the middle schoolsthese are all problems that this effort may cause to change.

Mayor Bud Clark, looking ahead five years, said that the purpose of the Round-table should be to run ourselves out of a job:"

We should have a good handle on tho employment system and training systemby then. Maybe we'll get into other areas...be a problem solving group for
other t. 'ies. If it goes right we could anticipate problems instead of doremedration -- help kids de fine their own future. avoid boredom and frustra-
tion.

Saint Louis. Missouri

The involvement of the Saint Louis business community in helping the public
education system to connect youth with private sector employment has been almostentirely programmatic. While certain positions and roles within the Saint LouisPublic Schools have been responsible for vocational and career education pro-grams, until recently there has been little long-term mutual commitment ofbusiness and the schools toward addressing common concerns. In the late seven-ties, a number of vrograms developed cooperatively between schools and cc npanies,and they became work-study prototypes. Analysts of school-business partnerships
noted the early commitment of Ralston Purina in this field. There has been
minimal involvement by the Saint Louis business community as a whole, however.

The major business leaders of Saint Louis are concentrated in a group called
Civic Progress, which is composed of 29 c. ief executive officers of the major
corporations in the metropolitan area. Any initiatives of consequence on thepart of the business community emanate from this group. Most specific acti-vities, i.e. discrete programs have been sponsored by the Regional Commerce and
Growth Association, which also serves as a clearinghouse for information.

In 1983, the business community was seeking ways to define a collaborative rolewith the public school system as the school system, whose population was largely
minority and low-income, was working out a voluntary desegregation plan with thecounty school systems. At the same time, public attention was turning toward
programs to improve skills, knowledge of teachers, principals and other school
administrators throughout the metropolitan area -- a response to the widespreadcalls for reform of the nation's public schools. In the spring, a new superin-
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tendent was chosen from outside the system.

At that point the education cc imittee of Civic Progress, spearheaded by thechairman and two or three other executives, decided to examine options availableto business for the purpose of improvement of the schools and the school system.Civic Progress found funds to support a former business executive to work on theproblem in a systemic rather than programmatic way -- for example, to lookbeyond the support of the adopt-a-school program already underway or simpleexpansion of work-study programs.
When the Danforth Foundation, which is located in Saint Louis, decided to grantfunds for the IEL MetroLink project, Civic Progress sought to become involved inorder to gain access to information nationally and to clarify alternatives.
The Coordinator took advantage of t:.e Metro Link network in two major ways.First, he drew upon IEL resources to become as knowledgeable as possible in ashort period about the issues, directions and implications of the nationalschool reform/improvement trends. As a former corporate executive in a largecompany, he had access to and felt at ease with business leaders. Because hehad worked on government relations in his corporate life, he was aware of theimpact of policy debates, particularly at the state level, on local practicesand structures.

The Coordinator visited Atli. . t along with Saint Louis business people in orderto study the Partnership and ) exchange views with various leaders from differ-ent sectors. The coordinator ..lso visited Hartford to learn about the School--3usiness Collaborative and Boston to learn about the Coston Compact. IELprovided access to a consultant it public/private collaboration who visited withthe Civic Progress education committee.

Over an eighteen-month neriod, the Coordinator confirmed and expanded his stronghunch that business could have a major role in improving educational resourcesin Saint Louis only if business leaders understood the broad policy issues,including the impact of s:ate policies on the city. He approached concernedleaders in Kansas City and arranged for the Missouri Commissioner of Education todiscuss with Aeaders from both cities the development of state educationpolicies, the structure of public education in the state, rnancing, urbanproblems, desegregation and other matters to meet. Lines of communication onurban education matters of mutual concern opened for the first time betweenKansas City and Saint Louis.

Certain issues that had arisen in other Metro Link sites became evident indevelopments in Saint Louis. For example, a decision by the sup.intendent toincrease pressures for administrative accountability in order to respond topressures for school improvement underscored the tension between supervisoryevaluation and incentives for staff development. The Atl- ita Partnership,through .1 Principals Institute, had begun to deal succes 'IL iy with similartensions. Similarly, there has been some interest expressed in establishingsome way of improving two Saint Louis h gh schools tnrough agreements aboutgoals and standards based on the Boston Compact.

The MetroLink Coordinator, meanwhile, became a member of a statewide task forceon education and has been serving on the steering committee of a federally-man-
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dated long-range plan for the school system, among several boards, commissions,and other planning groups. In addition, informal meetin^t among business peopleand edrcational policy-makers, and between officials of he public schools andlocal higher education institutions have been arranged.

By the fall of 1985, the Coordinator had established a clear role and hadacquired consiuerable expertise and credibility as a resource for understandingpolicy matters affecting local education problems and for interpreting possiblealternatives for action by the business community. Overall, awareness of theissues affecting leadership for I uman resource development has increased. Theimportance of the role of a single key individual in assuming responsibility forinitiatives is clear, as well as the role of neutral forums for exploringpotential collaboration and of intermediaries in building structures for con-tinued examination of mutual needs and interests.

Saint Louis leaders are aware that it is critically important to maintain theessential components of collaboration until the point where circumstances areright for both the school system and the business community to take strongerinitiatives in addressing their mutual problems and concerns. There is littlequestion that if the Coordinator had been concerned primarily with programmaticissues, momentum toward collaboration would have been greatly lessened.

Interviews with community leaders revealed a sense that collaboration would notproceed without consensus about a common and compelling need, together with aclimate in which the political interests of strong leaders coincide with thisset.ie of need. Two or three years from now, institutional turf issues willlessen and can be overcome if new organizational structures are in place andcapable of carrying on collaborative efforts. Efforts can be sustained andreliable leadership assured primarily by institutionalization. "There was afeeling that function would follow form, that is, if the institution for collab-oration is well- established, the rest would follow."

Nonetheless, the MetrcLink coordinator suggests, some concerns may be peculiarto Saint Louis:

First, there was less concern for the future of the effort than for theneed to get something established in the first place. Second was a preoccu-pation with the personalities and motives of main actors in the effort...This would support the contention that that which can be done in any givencity is specific to that city. -4
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